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Int'l students
share views on
U.S. in Iraq
Program connects
students with Middle
East to discuss
ideologies | Pagt 3

Concerns raise
for depression
Officials acknowledge
that violence is not
always predicted for
cases like VA Tech's

Center to keep teens off streets
University faculty, students work to provide a place for youngsters to hang
By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

After getting kicked out of some
downtown businesses and local
establishments, Bowling Green
teenagers will have their very
own Teen Center for after school
fun and study help next year.
The Teen Center will be open
from 2-6 p.m. weekdays. Teens
will get to make the Center into

whatever they want — a smoothie shop, Ping-Pong and pool
tables, video games, discussion
groups, mentoring programs and
homework help are just a few
possibilities.
Those starting the center even
hope to offer a recording studio
someday so teens can express
themselves through music. The
Teen Center will be staffed at
all times by an Americore staff

member. College students will
also staff the center either as volunteers or as part of a one-credithour service learning class.
Three of those volunteers. Tom
Bethany, junior, Ashley Howard,
junior, and Chelsea Scholl. freshman, have played a large role in
getting the idea offthe ground,
along with Executive Vice
President Linda Dobb.
Dobb recognized there was

a problem within the Bowling
Green teenage population. With
several suicides in recent years
and with teens having no place
to go, she thought a Teen Center
was in order.
"I always thought we needed
a place for the teens in Bowling
Green to congregate," she said.
The original idea was to have
the Teen Center at the armory
downtown, but when the city

got involved in the project, they
offered the Veterans Building for
averysmallcost.
The center will not have to pay
rent for the building. It will only
have to pay for janitorial services
and material costs, which will
add up to around $22,000.
"I'm aiming to have $10,000
raise by September," Dobb said.
See TEENS | Page 12
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Presidential
race welcomes
Sen. McCain
The republican from

Weather forecast: still up in the air

Arizona is entering the
2008 candidacy with
"experience" | Page 6

Pitchers play
'fantastic' ball

Meteorologists say
extreme weather
changes typical

FoRdeyiN' OUT UKJC>
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Gouge. Wiemer and
Palma are dominat,
combining for 29 wins
| Page 9

Cavs win game
two, lead 2-0
Cleveland heads to
Washington with a
comfortable lead in
the series I Page 9

Media gives
Cho spotlight
After the VA Tech

By Janaan Morgan
Reporter

Although this crazy mix of rain, snow,
sun and clouds has everyone wondering, "What's going on?" sources say all this
weather is normal.
From Easter weekend until the middle
of the month, the state of Ohio got
cold temperatures and even snow.
Meteorologists say it is normal to
have some snow fall, even in the
month of April.
Arthur Samel, associate professor
in the University's geology department said it has to do with the
air masses coming from different
directions.
"In the spring, the air masses
are coming from different directions, so there may be some
abnormal activity going on," he
said.
Though weather in the Midwest
tends to be unpredictable, the same could be
said about this month.
See WEATHER | Page 2

incident, most media
attention is on the
negative | Page 4

Summer break
gives options
Students can use
their break from
studying to prepare
for future | Page 4

Russia says
goodbye to
dynamic figure
The country's first
post-Soviet president,
buried in Moscow
| Page 14

What do you do to
make your summer
break constructive?

Virginia Tech shooting sparks
gun control questions in Ohio
By Megan Armen trout and
Kriatan Schwaitzar
Reporters

Since the Virginia Tech shootings on April 16, attention has
been drawn to gun laws not only
in Virginia but also in Ohio.
In Ohio, it is legal to carry an
authorized concealed weapon
on your person. This Ohio law
was passed as House Bill 12,
effective April 8,2004, and permits people who obtain alicense

"I go on vacation and I
work." | Page 4

TODAY
T-Stomis
High: 64, Low: 51

TOMORROW
Showers
High: 63. Low: 45

k

See GUNS | Page 12

OHIO ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S 2006
ANNUAL REPORT
STATISTICS
Licenses:
■ Issued 18.781
■ Renewed O
■ Suspended 352
■ Revoked 194
■ Denied 384
■ Suspended 75

Discovering, healing the body with dance
ByFraddyHunt
Reporter

JAIME MCGINNIS,
Junkx. Interior Design

to carry a concealed weapon for
four years. They must submit
the application to the county
sheriffs office.
When a person applies for the
four-year license, the sheriff docs
an incompetence and criminal
record check. Those who apply
must be at least 21 years old and
have read the Ohio Attorney
General's Concealed Law Book.
The license is $45.

Women find health and power
by swinging their bellies.
For this week's Brown Bag
Lunch, belly dancing instructor Laura Shakti explained the
multiple benefits belly dancing
has to offer: physical, emotional
and sexual.
Over the course of a lifetime
a woman's body takes a toll
Shakti said, who has endured
three pregnancies and has been
swinging her belly for about
20 years. The constant movement of the abdominal region
that belly dancing requires is
paramount for women's health,
Shakti said as she swung her
hips, causing her belly dancing
belt to jingle like a tambourine.
"As women our body changes; during pregnancy out of

pregnancy, in menses out of
menses," Shakti said. "We go
through a lot of change, we
women, and most of it happens
in the abdomen so it's really
strengthening for those particular areas."
Belly dancing also helps people discover their body, not just
maintain it.
"For many women that I teach
they have never flexed their
Kegel muscle," Shakti said.
The Kegel muscle is located
at the bottom of the pelvic floor
inside the vagina, Shakti said
most women are unaware of its
importance.
"Its essential for holding up
theuterus.keepingthevaginain
good health, pushing out babies
and all those kinds of important
things," Shakti explained.
Mary Krueger, director of the
Woman's Center, said she had

i

Laura
Shakti
Belly Dancing
Instructor

more fun than she expected
and besides that accomplished
the doctors orders.
"I am recovering from a back
injury and everything we did
was in line with what the physical therapist recommended,"
she said.
Belly dancing is not just a
workout, Shakti said, it gives
people an opportunity to let
their hips take up some space
in the world.
"We are so used to being
confined, and in this dance we
See DANCE | Page 2

New student health
center soon to be reality
By Janaan Morgan
Reporter

With desperate need for new
resources and facilities, the
plans for the new health center are in the makings.
Expected to have the
University's counseling center, disability services and all
other current units of the student health center now, the
new annex will have more
adequate resources to accommodate more students.
"Everything about the
health center now is inadequate in every respect," said
Dr. Glenn Engelman, director
and physician-in-chief of the
Student Health Center.
Explaining the significant
need for a new medical services area, Engelman also
mentioned that they have
adequate staff and medical
personnel, but the building
is too small to cater to all the
students who visit on a daily
basis.
"Right now, we are in the
process of something called
LEAN, where people in all
units are looking at what will
work in order to cater to the
students," he said.
Other aspects that are
involved with the LEAN process include looking at different processes in terms of
developing things or ways
that will cater to the students
most effectively. Once they
find out what does work for
students, they will build the
annex revolved around this.

DEPARTMENTS TO
BE IN NEW ANNEX
BUILDING
■
■
■
■
■

Wellness Connection
Medical Services
Administrative Staff
Student Insurance Office
Student Pharmacy

Dr. Bill Balzer, associate vice
president and dean for the
Office of Continuing and
Extended Education said this
is the process that is used by a
lot of different career sectors.
"This is not an acronym,
but the principle behind this
is for people in the sections
to get rid of the what waste in
the processes," he said.
The "waste" Balzer is referring to is the things that do
not work for the students in
the health center. The team
who is involved with the makings of the new health center
are using this LEAN program
to look at what are services
for people and they can make
it better. The basic reason for
using the LEAN program is to
look at what works and what
does not for students.
Balzer gave the example of
a student making an appointment. All the things involved
with making this appointment can be improved, using
the students' feedback from
using the LEAN program.
A project like this is not
just something that can be
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Klotz Road resident reported her
roommate had broken her door

BLOTTER

2:05 P.M.
Clay Street resident reported unauthorized withdrawals from a bank

TUESDAY
1:26
Security cameras observed a male
subject urinating, he was given a
verbal warning for disorderly con-

926 A.M.
Mailbox reported smashed on Clark
■ • causing $100 in damage.
11:47 AM.
Prescription drugs reported stolen
i Holley Drive apartment
1237 P.M.
Girl .irrested for disorderly conduct
at the Children's Resource Center
ported to be throwing food at other students, refusing
to obey orders and cursing
12 44 P.M.
Complainant reported money was
stolen from her purse
1247 P.M.
; l.nnant reported a subject
was preaching in front of the Union
and upsetting students
1:12 P.M.
unant reported money was
stolen from her room in Darrow
1:53 P.M.

HEALTH
From Page 1
done in a few months. In facl,
according to Bob Waddle,
associate vice president for the
University's Capital Planning
office, it takes at least a year.
"The project itself has been
in the makings for almost two
years now," Waddle said.
In this year, a lot goes on
before the actual project is
ready to be worked on. After
preparing the request, the
capital planning office submitted their request to the
Ohio Board of Regents and
from there, the people in
the Ohio office send it to the
government who looks at the
request from there.
Waddle also said once the
request is in the government's
hands, they (the Capital
I'lanningofficeldidnotgetthe
money until the beginning of
this month. They had to wait
for a 90-day window period
before the money could be
released, although the bill was
passed in December 2006.
This was due to a bill that
deals with projects which was

208 P.M.
Air compressor, value $1,000.
reported stolen from an East Reed
Avenue home.
3:43 P.M.
Cell phone, value $150, reported
stolen at Waffle House on East
Wooster Street Sunday morning
5:57 P.M.
Wood County Hospital officials
called to report a woman in the
emergency room had been assaulted at Woodland Mall on North
Main Street on Monday night
11:52 P.M.
Cody Michael Pixley.19. and Doland
D. Dunno. 23, both of Bowling
Green, arrested after they were
reported to be vandalizing a South
Main Street car wash and later, for
complicity to theft and tampering with com machines after it was
reported they were taking money
from a coin machine at Tuffy
Muffler shop on South Main Street.
Pixley and Dunno were held in the
Wood County Justice Center without bond

DANCE

passed for all Ohio schools
that allow them the money to
start projects.
"Since we do have the
money now. we are negotiating with an architect firm
and from there," Waddle
said. "We now have to send
the paperwork to the state,
then since the state has
released the money, we can
start designing."
Once they do get into the
designing stage, there will
be a 12 to 13 month period
of design, then another 15
months for the actual construction.
"Unfortunately, this is not
an easy process nor it is a
short one," Waddle said.
Other departments who
are working on this project
are University Architect,
College of Health and Human
Services,
Dr. Craig Vickio, director of
the counseling center said he
thinks it is a great idea for it to
be in the new building.
"I think we will remain a
distinct unit, but it will really
heighten our opportunities
for collaboration with the
other units," he said.

From Page 1
want to honor our hips no matter
what size they are, and this is a
big issue for jwomenl when we
are so inundated by media that
tells |women| that an attractive
woman and a desirable woman
is a size zero. In this tradition we
are saying, 'No, we are glad how
big our hips are no matter what
size it is,' and we want to emphasize that form and that shape
in the dance."
Shakti started belly dancing
while she was in college because
she wanted to do something
fun to relieve some of the stress
that comes along with working
and studying full time. She said
she knew very little about belly
dancing but was trained as a
classical dancer and had to stop

WEATHER
From Page 1
In terms of snow, the state
of Ohio did see a lot of snow,
a total of 28.5 inches, according to Will Kubina, meteorologist for the National Weather
Service in Cleveland.
He also said it is normal for
almost every area in Ohio to get
snow, averaging 2-3 inches.
"From Sandusky westward
on. the areas usually get snowactually this year, we were 8.8
inches below the normal snowfall," Kubina said.
The most snow fallen came
from February, averaging 14.2
inches. The averages for the
other winter months include:
January at 6.74 inches, March
at 3.6 inches, and April at 2.4
inches.
Since there has been an
unusual snowfall for this
month, the question is, why
did this occur? The answer was
answered by another meteorologist from the National

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

|

COMPAR 1 S O N

AMENITIES

Winthrop & Summit Terrace

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed/I Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

ft of Roomates

(jP

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Irash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1203($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1642 ($403 each)
S1292 ($323 each)

because of injuries. Shakti said
she immediately fell in love with
the music, the movement and
the communal quality of women
being together, dancing together
and body shape, size and age not
mattering.
Beth Casey, from the Canadian
studies department attended
the luncheon, said she enjoyed it
immensely and is signing up for
classes. She said she has studied
yoga and lots of the moves are
similar, but belly dancing is especially fun because it is a dance,
not just movements.
Shakti is certified in several
healing arts, including Swedish
Massage Therapy, )in Shin Do,
Pranic Healing, Shiatsu and Sat
Nam Rasayan Yogic I lealing. She
instructs yoga and belly dancing
for people of all ages at her studio,
Radiance Healing in Motion at
437 S. Main St.
Weather Service.
"There was a jet stream which
dropped from Canada and the
temperatures were cold enough
for it to produce snow, instead
of rain," meteorologist Brian
Mitchell said.
I le also mentioned that when
there is a jet stream like that, it
would normally produce rain.
Compared to years before,
the snowfall for this month was
not in the top ten list for having
the most amount of snowfall for
the Toledo area.
"Backin 1970,therewas4and
a half inches and in 1957 some
12 inches fell," Mitchell said."
So, this 2.4 amount that fell a
few weeks ago is from that jet
stream."
For the month of April, the
Toledo and surrounding areas
only got 1.29 inches of rain. This
is below normal, according to
Mitchell.
Usually, 3.2 inches would
fall in the month of April.
For though year though, the
total average of rainfall is 7.27
inches.

1

$500 ($167 each)

^ClOl^^f^l^

'Note: All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a I? month average Due to weather bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Sign Your Lease
for 2007-2008 Year!
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED!
1520 Clough St.* 352-0164
Office Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 9 - 4:30 • Fri. 9 - 4 • Sat. 11-3* Sun. by appt.
or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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SALON
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMY
116 Wed South Boundary Slnet • Ptnyibuig, OH
www.TheSoloiiProfejsi«wUc»ie««y.<o«»

COSMETOLOGY

•

I
1

'4t

1
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CLASSES STARTING
lonuoiy

July

Motdi

September

May

Oat

SL

r

P
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November
BBI

Imiiut (otmi ittilitli

ENROLL TODAY!
419.873.9999

ESTHETICS

•

NAILS

REDKEN

CAMPUS
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international students

GETALIFE
•. ,VH OF EVENTS
Somee*-

connect' about Iraq
By April Bcthea

"Aya" didn't spare any words its
she described why she thinks
the United States invaded Iraq,
Sitting in front of a computer
on an Lgyptian college campus, her voice traveled through
the headset she was wearing.
A webcam atop the monitor
beamed her face onto computer screens in college classes
across the Middle East and the
United States.

Lets get pumped, its the end of the year
HARD AT WORK: Senior Peiet Arquerte. shown above, works out for the last tune of the ye*. Peie* said he goes to the recreational
center about four times a weefc The rec is open Monday through Friday from 6 o m. to 11 p.m.. Saturday from 9 urn io 11 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 11 p.m.

can look for warning
signs, but cannot predict violence
By Holly K. Hacker
MCT

DALLAS — College students
struggle with becoming adults,
handling relationships and

Independence,
They might get depressed,
even write an essay laced with
violence or profanity.
So when do routine troubles
become severe enough thai
college officials need to do

something?
That's often hard to tell, some
college counselors and admin
istrators say. reflecting on the
mentally ill Virginia Tech student who fatally shot 32 pcopie. then himself.

"What happened at Virginia Tech is an
extreme example that makes for great
conversation."
Dean Bresdanil V
"What happened at Virginia
lech is an extreme example
that makes for great coiner
salion. Hut the truth is. if we
treated every undergraduate
who was depressed as about
to exhibit a manic episode,
wed have to confront virtually every student in campuses
across the country," said Dean
Bresciani, vice president for
student affairs at Texas A&M

University.
Colleges s,i\ they can and
do look for warning signs,
but they simply can't predict
whether a student will erupt
Into \ iolence.
i hey're also bound by laws
that restrict access to menial health records and can
make it difficult to get a distill bed person their necessary

treatment.

In a lab for her Middle
East media class at Queens
University of Charlotte, sophomore Molly llogan listened.
"I know I'm about to offend
the Americans, but I don't
think they know or care about
human rights," Aya said." I hey
use terrorism as an excuse to
invade."
More students gave their
own theories: oil, weapons of
mass destruction, defending
Israel or protecting U.S. assets.
llogan, 19, defended the
United States. "We're trying to
spread our ideas of what made
us prosper so that others can
prosper as well," she said.
This exchange was made possible by the Connect Program.
The goal ol the nonprofit group
Soliya, which runs the program,
is to promote understanding
and respect between Arab and
American cultures. The name
Soliya blends the Latin word
for sun and an old Arabic lei in
for "beam of light."
The Queens students in the
class meet in two-hour labs
once a week.
Lath student is assigned
to groups with a nearly even
mix of American and Middle
Eastern
students, schools
include the Dar Al-llekma

"I don't expect
them to change
their opinions 180
degrees."
Mohammed el-Nawawy | P> I

JUI.«JIJ

All-day Event
When You Move Out. Don't
Throw It Out
All residence hall lobbies, convenience stores and the Union lobby
10 a.m.

5 p.m

Celebrate Arbor Day
Create a Family Center tree
Toledo Museum of Art. Family
Center

College in leddah, Saudi Arabia.
American University of Cairo,
the University of Iowa and
Western Kentucky University.
Queens
profeSSOl
Mohammed elA'awawy said
the program challenges students' views about the cultures.
"I don't expect them to
change their opinions 1110
degrees," el-Nawawy said. "But
I think by at leasl engaging.
questioning some of the ideologies that they have and by
listening to the other side, they
see that there are other points
ol view worth considering."
Predictably, the Sept. II.
2(H) 1, terrorist attacks. I I.S. military efforts and religion can
spark heated discussions.
llogan, who said she is more
conservative than others in
her group, said she sometimes
feels like she's forced to defend

the U.S. governments policy
abroad.
Still, llogan said, Soliya is
helping her learn more, she
said she doesn't know much
about what is happening in
other countries other than
what is in media reports,
Not every conversation has
the students at odds. Main
share similar views on politics
and other topics, such as family
and even a like of Mel tonald's.
In one of Queens junior

Rebecca Sovine's labs, students

6-8 p.m.
Acoustock
Teen program: Area teen guitarists
will be showcased
Wood County Public Library,
Atrium

7 p.m.
Lab Schools: Saint Aloysius
& Saint Patrick Bands
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

7:30 p.m.
Reading Series: BFA
Readings
.

Wilson. Free and open to the public.
Prout Chapel

8 -10 p.m.
Sexuality and Gender
Activism
514 Union

BG
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•
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discussed the role of women.

niversity. Your Store.

Sell us your used books,
no matter where you purchased them,

April 25 to May 5
April 25 & 26: 9:00 am 7:30 pm
April 27: 9:00 am-5:30 pm; April 28 & 29: Noon-S:30 pm
April 30, May 1, 2 & 3: 9:00 am-7:30 pm
May 4: 9:00 am-7:00 pm; May 5: 9:00 am-Noon
Picture ID Required

asey

Gravelle. Ashley Rutter and Rachel

Bowen-Thompson Student Unioi
Multi-Purpose Room

"There are good and bad things about him, but he will remain in
history for his one great achievement: he buried communism. - Teacher
Alexander Bolshakov. a morner at the state funeral of former Russian President Boris
Yeltsin, from Time.com
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What do you do to make your summer break constructive?

"I work and take

"I volunteer at the

"Exercise and work,

summer classes."

local bakery back

pretty much."

"Absolutely nothing."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

home"

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

eaia focus
should not be on
VT shooter

MORGAN WILSON,
Freshman. Undecided

TYLER DEAL.
Freshman. VCT

JORDIAN ROSS.
Sophomore. Computer

RYAN TURINSKY.
Junior. ( omputer Serene

&wwcs\
X
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Summer break
offers opportunity

y*p'. "£
LCf

F>»V'

to work a summer job,

*■
MICHELLE DOMINICK
COLUMNIST

CflAirC ^>»t,

volunteer at events
hosted in your town

media seems to be
only on the negative
Man} "I ushavewatched it
numerous times, gasping in
I n mi n iii thewordsand Images
\ic ioush thrown our way Those
of us who haven't gotten a
hold of ii yet ruthless!) search
Interne) pages or question our
rnoreweU'inforrned friends
about the contents of Its controversial message.
In case you haven't caught
on yet, I'm referencing the now
infamous Seung-1 lui (ho manifesto video,
In the last week, our thoughts
have been constantly focused
on ihe recenl Virginia lech
tragedy. We talk about it in class,
among friends and even with
strangers casualh sitting next tn
usai the Union,
Bven il we choose imi to
discuss the grish images and
scenes thai seem to be on
everyones minds, we still cannot
seem to escape them.
Turning on ihe IV will lead
to scenes ol the shooter posing
with a fjiii in each hand. Signing
on lo the Intemel will give us
ii instant updates on the progrcssot the investigation, Bven
flipping on the radio may give
us an ongoing debate aboul the
Issue of gun control and the relevance thai it has to this case,
Unfortunately the media
seems lo !»■ putting Ihe spotlight
onh on the negative aspects
surrounding the shooting, and
honestly, how could one not?
I lowcver, even in a case such
as this one, hope and camaraderie shine through at a time of
destruction and hate.
I or those ol us who tuned in

almost immediately after Ihe
first attack was reported, our first
eyewitness account heard was
probably that of Senior Zach

JJ
fU "tWfc IS ^

aspects surrounding
the shooting, and
honestly, how could
one not?"
IVtkcuicv.
According to an article in the
Plain Dealer, Petkewkzwas
"scared out of his mind when
Cho opened fire in his classroom."
At first, the senior hid behind
a classroom podium, hut when
t ho sii'pix-d out into the hallway Petkewkz decided something had to foe done. I le and
two other students barricaded
the entrance to the classroom
and held fits! after Cho returned
.mil fired into die door.
When asked by a CNN
rc|M>net what he thought about
people calling him a hero, he
responded by saying softly "fust
glad I could foe here."
luentv-ycar-nld(!layVioland
was also in ,i classroom when
(!ho opened fire. According to a
release from the National Public
Radio, "As Cho stepped out to
ii'li i.id. Violand cautioned everyone to slay quiet and play dead,
including the girl next to him
who had been shot in the back."
With a simple command and
the ability to stay calm in a lime
of horror, one person was able
to save the lives of many
Then there's the story of Liviu
Ubrescu, a 76-year-old Israeli
I lolocaust survivor and internationally renowned professor of
aerospace engineering.
Ubrescu died shielding his

feedback at bgnews.com

"Whether you choose

"Unfortunately, the
putting the spotlight

a guestton? Give us your

MATTMAUK I BC, MEWS Illl/SIWIOB

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Come on down to 210 West Hall today and fill out an
application for one of our outstanding positions.

Currently accepting both fall and summer applications.

Opinion columnist hopefuls should attach a 600-800
word test column to their applications.

For more info, call. The BG News at 419-572-6966 or e-mail us
at thenews@bgnews.com.

See HEROES | Page 5

What ever happened to summer vacation bcinga time of
leisure and fun?
Remember when summertime meant going on vacations
with family, spending time
with friends and waiting to do
annual summer reading until
the week before school began?
Instead of concentrating on
relaxation and rejuvenation for
the next school year, many college students spend their summer vacal Ion working to get
ahead in school.
Although vacations may
still be a part of one's summer
break, usually other forces
such as summer classes and
work make it difficult to plan
a retreat away from reality.
Especially since most students
rely on summer jobs as a source
of income to fund pleasurable
getaways.
So if you're short on cash to
spend seven days on a cruise
in the Bahamas this summer,
you may want to concentrate
on how to make the most out of
your summer break. Whether
you choose to work a summer
job, volunteer at events hosted
in your town or take some
extra classes to complete your
degree, you can spend your
summer break constructively.
One of the most common ways college students
spend their summer break is
by working to earn money.
Although this alternative may
appear tedious and boring to
some, it actually isn't such a
terrible idea. Tuition and rent
fees can be expensive during
the school year, so why not
save money ahead of time?
Working to save money can
help students feel less stressed
during the school year.
Senior Brie Klender says
she spends her summer break
working at a daycare in her

or take some extra
classes to complete
your degree, you can
spend your summer
break constructively."
hometown. Klender explains,
"Summer is a great time for
me lo work and save money
for school. This summer is
especially important because
I'll be gradualing and need the
extra money." Klender also says
working during the summer
is beneficial for undergrads
because it allows them to build
their professional resume.
"Cetting experience at the
daycare helps prepare me for a
career working with children."
Klender says.
1 also agree that summer
break is a great time to build
one's resume with relevant
experience. In addition to working my summer job, I volunteer
M my hometown church as a
Vacation Bible School teacher.
Since I am studying to become
a middle school teacher, I really
enjoy working with fourth
grade students in the program.
Vacation Bible School gives me
the opportunity to take a leadership role, plan lessons and
practice effective classroom
management strategies. I recommend that fellow education
majors look into participating
in similar programs this summer. Other related volunteer
and work activities can include
being a camp counselor, working at a daycare or tutoring.
Another great way for college students to take advantage
of summer break is by taking
See SUMMER.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Police used proper force
in Union fight
Alter reading the article
from April 21, 2007 discussing
the fight I have to state a disagreement with Andre Cisco,
Brittany Davidson. David
Simon, and Brandon Young's
comments relating to the fight
at the spring lest dance in the
Union.
Although I did not attend the
dance myself, I was a witness
to the mayhem thai occurred
alter the (lance in front of
my dorm. I believe that the
police had every right to mace
the students for their unruly
behav tor. This is an institution
of higher learning and this
kind of street culture should
not be tolerated at all.
Whal occurred at this dance

from what was being reported
by the news and people who
were at Ihe dance is no differ
ent than violence which occurs
in urban communities coast
to coast. This type of behavior
should not foe tolerated and if
the police bad to pepper spray
Students, then they had to. As
an African American I do not
believe this is an issue of race,
it has everything to do with
shutting down a fight in the
only way possible,
I hope in the future that
these dances are either exclusively for BG students only
or that dances sponsored by
black sororities and fraternities should be banned period.
I speak for all BG students and
prominent African American
graduates of BG in condemning the activities of Saturday

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

night and am tired of the street
mentality that these parties
bring.
— Ronald ('oltit r. funior,
Integrated Social Studies
mnaill'1' bgSlLedu

Union fight handled by
police poorly
I was surprised to pick up the
BG News on April 24,2007, and
see the article entitled "Dance
leads to brawl in Union" on the
front page. I was at the party on
Saturday and I believe that the
police handled the entire situation in an idiotic manner.
The article said that the
police administered pepper
spray to the students that
would not stop fighting, when
in reality they pepper sprayed
everyone that was in the party.

That did nothing but cause a
lot of panic and people started
to run. The police then went
outside and pepper sprayed
people in the parking lot. I
feel that this was very racist,
and that if this were a group of
white students, they would not
have gotten pepper sprayed.
What really made me upset
was the fact that in the article
the police lied and said that
the last time that they "used
force lo subdue a crowd" was
in March 2004. That is also a
lie because the police pepper
sprayed African-American
students at a party last semester. In my opinion, the police
continue to do this because
they think thai the AfricanAmerican students here are
going to keep quiet about it,
and not voice their opinions
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"I was at the party
on Saturday and I
believe that the police
handled the entire
situation in an idiotic
manner."
manner, these situations will
continue to happen. It is time
that the police realize that the
African-American students
here are college educated period that can be talked to, not
dogs that should be subdued
with pepper spray.
—Elisa Carter, Junior,
Physical Therapy,
elisac@bgs«?<li<

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.

TIFFANY GORBY. COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
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Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

about their rights.
This whole situation could
have been much worse.
Someone could have easily gotten trampled because of all the
panic that the police incited.
The police could have easily
kicked those people that were
fighting out of the party, but
they chose not to do anything
when they were repeatedly
asked by the D) to intervene.
It is clear that the police do
not know how to interact with
minority students here on
campus. It is also evident that
sensible race relations in the
city of Bowling Green is nonexistent.
The police are not being honest aboul what happened, and
until they can be honest and
admit that they don't handle
these situations in the right

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is*jwo per month.

POLICIES: Letters to ihe Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

OPINION
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HEROES
From Page 4

students from Clio's attack) by
barricading the door and blocking the shooter from entering
According to an article in USA
Today, "Ubrescu was apparently
hit by a bullet that pierced the
classroom door. 1 lis heroism
gave students time to climb out
the window, on the second floor
of Morris Hall."
Efforts such as these give hope

to a generation that is being
bombarded with stories of hate
and destruction. Rvery single day
we hear of another murder victim, another hate crime, another
missing person abducted from
their own front yard.
Our systems are overioaded
with hateful music, violent video
games and unethical movies at a
younger and younger age.
It's not hard to forget that good
people do good deeds every
once in awhile, especially when
all the media seems to show us is
our scoiety's violence and decay.

I lowever, efforts such as those
made by the survivors and victims of the Virginia Tech tragedy
should not be overlooked or forgotten as time goes on.
Their heroism and sacrifice
have given us all the ability to
come together as one community, to liecome stronger as a whole
and to have the courage to face
another day in a world that may
not always be picture-perfect.
Sendamrntts a Knsten Vasts at
htsietGbgsuedi
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SUMMER
From Page 4

summer classes. Although this
option may tiot be the most
attractive choice, summer
classes can actually be very
helpful. They are usually more
accelerated, last for a few weeks
and can help you graduate faster. If you're concerned about
money and convenience, many
local and community colleges
offer classes that can be transferred for university credit.
Senior Kleah Brewer notes," I
attended Owens Community
College for summer courses
that were confirmed by my
advisor to transfer. The classes
were much cheaper but the
credits for the course only
transfer if you receive a C or

belter." She also advises that
if one is jusl looking to save
money and "get a class out of
the way with credits, taking it al
a junior college is probably the
best thing."
Personally. I've always had
good experiences with taking
summer classes that count
toward my major. I he key to
success is making sure that
credits from a different college
will transfer to BGSU. One good
way to do this is by visiting
the Transfer Evaluation Office
located in the Administration
Building. Another option is to
go online to www.lransfer.org.
What I have found lo be most
beneficial about summer classes is how it has helped shortened my four and a half year
program down to four years.
This advantage has helped me

save money from paying tuition
and rent for an additional
semester.
No matter what your plan is
this summer, it is important to
keep in mind that in order to
perform proficiently, rest and
relaxation is essential. I low can
one possibly do well earning
money, credits and experience
during the summer without
being able to recharge after
a busy year at school? Even if
relaxation involves something
simple like watching television
or going out with friends, make
sure you take some leisure time
for yourself. After all, that's
what summer break should be
all about, right?
Sendcontmems ID M«7** Dommd at

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories Irom the paper
and online extras.

E-MAIL EDITION
Too busy to hit the
newsstand? Get The BG
News in your e-mail!

WEB POLL
Check out our weekly
opinion poll and make
your voice heard
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2 Bedroom Apartments
NOW

AVAILABLE

320 Elm Street *Q A *E:
Huge two bedroom apartments.
Tenant pays electric. $545 per month.
401 a 407 Enterprise:
Two bedroom ranch style apartmentTenant pays electric and gas.
$395 per month.

521 S. Prospect #B:

r/|

Sr

Taking Applications Now!

v507 & 525 East Merry Street.

Two bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Pet permitted. $410 per month
plus all utilities

? 2Bed".

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

801 Fifth Street:
Two bedroom/one bath 8 unit
apartment complex. $435 per month
plus electric and gas.
Large two bedroom apartments,
close to campus. All electric.
Tenants pay $560 per month
plus electric

.any

Deposit]
. 9 N»ontr>
A2 o' Lease'-

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

NEWIWE

332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.3S2.S620

Rentals

www.newloverenlals.com

BLOOD CLOTS

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

HEART ATTACK

STROKE

DEATH

Ortho Evra Birth Control Patch

WARNING
The maker of the birth control patch Ortho Evra has now issued two warnings (one on February
16, 2006, and the most recent September 25, 2006) that women who use the patch face
three times the risk of developing blood clots than those that take the pill. This comes on
the heels of the Food and Drug Administration issuing a warning on November 10, 2005
that patch users are being exposed to a higher dose of hormones, and therefore are at a
higher risk of blood clots and other serious side effects.

■

Until recently, patch-maker Ortho McNeil
(a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson) had
claimed that the patch exposed users to
the same risks as the most common birth
control pills found on the market. In
response to the November FDA warning,
Ortho McNeil added a strongly worded
warning to the patch label saying women
using the patch would be exposed to
almost 60 percent more estrogen than
those using typical birth-control pills.

Side effects associated with the
Ortho Evra® Patch:
• DVT (Deep Venous Thrombosis)
• PE (Pulmonary Embolism)

• Blood Clots
• Heart Attack
• Stroke
• Death

The manufacturers of the Ortho Evra birth control patch have begun settling some
claims for injuries linked to the patch. We believe Ortho McNeil may attempt to
settle many other serious injury claims before the end of this year. If you or a loved
one has been injured, contact us now for a free, private consultation. Your time to
collect compensatory and/or punitive damages for your serious injury may be
short. Deadlines for bringing claims are fast approaching.

Call Us Toll-Free 1-800-511-3838
Summers & Johnson, P.C.
David Summers and Aaron Johnson, Attorneys

simulation

The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
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Police look for an answer to the question on
everyone's mind: What made Cho a killer?

Bush and ihe Democratic controlled
Congress luiched toward a veto show-

By Kristen Gelineau
T he />

down over Iraq yesterday, as the House
planned to vote on legislation that would
order troops to begin coming home by
Oct 1 Democrats predicted the bill would
pass, alben narrowi/. while Republicans
said settmq a timetable on the war would
hand a victor; to terr/ I

Economy recovers after
sluggish winter sleep
Most parts of
the country loqqed moderate economic
. re slug
'othe
. ^timp
i| ,bot 'if the national
economy, released yesterday by the
at'manufac.■.r, slow" m many areas
tateaxtivrh,
•••■ii with sales declining

•
■

'-ported'only
■visions." the Fed
-'options, though
"'ported "firm
growth

i

What some call
home, others
see as danger

Inside his mind

Dems. vs. Bush, who
will win Iraq showdown?

modest 01
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BLACKSBURG, Va.
The
gunman who carried oul Ihe
massa< re ;it Virginia Tech
fired more than 170 rounds
in nine minutes and died
With a bullet Ki ilis head ill
a classroom surrounded by
his victims, authorities said
yesterday.
Police provided new details
about the case al a news conference on the Virginia Tech
campus, but they said investigators still don't know what
MI the gunman off.
"We talk about possible
motives and theories and
whatniil. bin ui' don't have
any evidence to suggest
anything," said stale Police
Superintendent Col. W.Steven
Flaherty.
He said Investigators had
compiled 500 piece ol evidence Irom Morris I lall alone.
Seung llui Cho chained

shut three public entrances
to Not iis Mall before starting his rampage through the
classrooms where be killed
.'((! students and teachers,

By Cain Burdaau

"We certainly

The Associated Press

don't have any one

NEW ORLEANS — To many,
the B.W. Cooper projects are
56 terrifying acres of government-issue housing marked by
bloodshed, drugs and blight.
To Barbara Williams, they're
home.
"I love aw Cooper," the 65year-old retiree said recenUy,
her 18-month exile in Houston
after Hurricane Katrina finally
over. "I was never sick a day
back home in the project.
In Houston, I had two heart
attacks and a light stroke."
But her homecoming may
be short-lived. If the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development gets its
way, B.W. Cooper and other
major New Orleans housing
projects will be torn down. In a
billion-dollar plan, HUD wants
to replace them with developments of mixed architectural
styles, for people of various
incomes.
As bad as the projects were,
some tenants have come to
regard the drab, brick housing
with a certain affection. For
many, the projects are all they
have ever known. Some see
HDD's plan as an anempt to
keep poor blacks from returning to New Orleans. They have
raised an outcry and started a
court bafde over the plan.
"It's really a fight for the
soul of the city. It's about how
it will be rebuilt and who it
will be rebuilt for," said Loyola
University lawyer William
Quigley. part of a legal team
challenging 11UD's plan.

motive that we are
pursuing.
STEPHAN SAVOIA I APPHOTO

police said, luo hours earlier, lie bad gunned down his
lirst victims in a dormitory

across campus.
Computer files, cell phone
records and e mails have
yielded no evidence about

what triggered the last week.
oi whether he singled out any

ill his32victims.

Authorities found no close
links between the 23-year
old loner and his victims,
I labeih s.iid.
Uccri i,link don't have-any
one motive that we arc pursuing ui this particular time,

or that we have been able to
pull togethei JI\I\ formulate,"
Flaherty said. "It's frustrat
Ing because n s MI personal.
because we sec the families
and see the communities suffering, and we see they waul

answers."

MCCAIN ENTERS THE RAISE: Sen. John McCain. R-Aite. left, and his wife Cindy listen
as McCain is introduced at a McCain 2008 campaign rally in Portsmouth

Presidential hopefuls, start your
campaigning - ready, set, race!
By Lix Si3oti
The Associated Press

PORTSMOUTH,
N.H.
—
Republican lohn McCain officially entered the 2008 presidential race yesterday, stressing
his experience honed in war
and Washington as he sought to
revive his si niggling campaign.
"We lace formidable challenges, but I'm not afraid of
them. I'm prepared for them,"
said the four-term Arizona senator, ex-Navy pilot and former
Vietnam captive.
In a speech in the first-in-thcnation primary stale, McCain
emphasized the wisdom he's
acquired over time as he sought
to make the case that he's the
most qualified to succeed
President Bush amid challenges
at home and abroad, in particular the Iraq war.
"I'm not the youngest candidate. But I am the most experienced," said the 70-year-old
who could he the oldest first-

"I'm not the
youngest candidate.
But I am the most
experienced."
John McCain i 20C8 Candidate

term president. "1 know how to
fight and how to make peace. I
know who 1 am and what I want
to do."
The announcement, seven
years after be lost t he COP nomination to George W. Bush, was
no surprise; McCain's intentions have long been clear as he
has spent months campaigning
in Iowa, New Hampshire. South
Carolina and elsewhere.
Still, the event — and a
planned four-day ronipthrough
early primary states and his
Arizona home — gives McCain
an opportunity to restart his
campaign after a troubling
four-month period..

Bomb sender wanted prices to explode'
By Mike Robinson
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — An Iowa machinist
was arrested yesterday and charged
with sending dud pipe bombs and
threatening letters to investment
companies in Denver and Kansas
City in an effort to drive up stock
prices. Authorities said he signed
the messages "The Bishop."

Before You
Sign A Lease

John 1! lomkins, 42, of
Dubuque. Iowa, was arrested
on his way to work, and federal
agents began searching his home
and a storage facility, the U.S.
attorney's office said.
A111111111,il complaint unsealed
in Chicago charged Tomkins with
one count of mailing a threatening communication with intent
to extort and one count of possession of an unregistered explosive device. Officials said the pipe
Ixunbs would have exploded had
just one wire been connected.
"Vvfe take it quite seriously if
anyone goes out and tries to
mail threatening communications to people to affect the stock
market," U.S. Artomey Patrick
Fitzgerald said at a Chicago news
conference,

n

Did you ever consider dial when you sign a lease yon may be responsible for your roommates?
If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!

JEREMY PORTIE

AP PHOTO

BOOK 'EM: A Federal agent investigating
the home of an Iowa machinist looks in the
window of a car in Dubuque. Iowa

Heidelberg College

Summer School
Tiffin Campus:
Term 1 starts May 27
Term 2 starts June 25
Summer classes at our Arrowhead
Campus in Maumee are also available.

Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate dec ides to'skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matching program'
Call today lo lind out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort
style price tag!

See complete schedule and registration
information at www.heidelberg.edu.
Heidelberg College H accredited by:

North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The Higher Learning Commission
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, Illinois 60602-2504
Phone: 800.621.7440 / 312.263.0456

Hi, mg tame- isnndg, /have /ivedat The
Enclave Qor three gears, and/ tfove p&ging
on their sand'voffegia^l'court/
ffi, mg Kami is Sean, Ihave wed at The
Enc/ave £or two gears, a/to1V'/ove woriing ,
out in their fatness center/
ffelio, mg name is M aria, /have lived
at The Enclave /or two gears, and/
' fove lounging out at their pool, and
m. that / can still get a tan on cloaag
' dags in their firee tanning hooth/
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He's feeling the rhythm

Collision gives luck for doomed

America joins in to celebrate Malaria Awareness Day

bus, not so much yaks involved

By Jennifer Lovcn
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The While
House turned its attention yesterday to preventing and eradicating malaria, a big killer of
African children.
But it wasn't all serious business: President Bush pounded
on the drums for a West African
dance troupe and had some fun
at Congress' expense.
The Rose Garden event with
Bush and his wife, Laura, was the
first time the White House has
marked Malaria Awareness Day
alongside observances elsewhere
in the world.
"On this special day, we renew
our commitment to lead the
world toward an urgent goal, and
that is to turn the tide against
malaria in Africa, and around the
globe," the president said.
More than I million people
die each year from malaria. The
mosquito-borne disease is the
leading cause of death of African
children under age 5. Tens of millions of people suffer chronically.
Yet, Bush said, the debilitating.

By Ko>n Thomat
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WASHINGTON — Driving down
a sharp descent in the Tibetan
mountains, Mian Chin knew
she was in trouble when the
brakes failed on her tour bus
and she heard the driver declare
in Mandarin Chinese, "We an'
going to die."
The white tour bus, with 25
people onboard last August,
was picking up speed as it
headed down the hillside, barreling toward a 90-degree turn
in the road more than a quarter-mile away.
"I thought, Are we going to
die like that?'" said Chin, 52, an

atmospheric scientist who lives
in suburban Washington.
But in a dramatic nvist of fate,
a herd of yaks happened to be
crossing the road at the time. The
bus slammed into more than ;i
dozen of the oxen, slowing the
vehicle down. Wore it collided
with a retention wall. Beyond the
unfortunate yaks, there were no
serious injuries. Chin was treated
for minor cuts and bruises.
Months later, Chin considers
herself incredibly lucky. But new
data being released this week
highlights the perils of traffic
safety for U.S. travelers abroad.
Traffic crashes arc the most common cause of non-natural deaths
for American tourists, according

to State Department data, more
prominent than homicides, acts
oflenurisin or natural disasters.
Traffic crashes accounted lot
the deaths of 741 U.S. citizens
traveling overseas from 2(KM2006, or about one-third of the
2.M>\ deaths, ai cording to an
analysis of State Department
data by the Make Roads Safe
Campaign, a group funded by
automobile clubs dedicated to
reducing global traffic deaths
and injuries.
The group said the figures
could be understated because
some families may not report the
deaths to the State Department
or some travelers may return for
treatment and die in the U.S.

MAN JEL MICE I APPHOIO

PLAYING ALONG: President Bush, center, plays the drum with Medoun Yacine Gueye.
left, as Assan Ronte. tight, performs during a Malaria Awareness Day event.
deadly disease is both preventable and curable. That requires
distributing insecticide-treated
bed nets, expanding insecticide
spraying, providing anti-malaria
medicine to pregnant women
and delivering cutting-edge
drugs to people with the disease.
"Defeating malaria is going to

be a challenge, but it's not going
to require a miracle," he said.
He pointed to Washington's
experience
prevailing
over
malaria a century ago. It had
been such a problem that many
diplomats received extra hardship
pay for assignments to the hot.
swampy U.S. capital Bush said
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GREAT LOCATIONS
peru«« or purchase.
many unlqu* pl*c«t
for toll

EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
$700 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only

tehiid Ih+iuies t«urs of
wlto Hiilork Downtown bolldinqs

ONE BEDROOMS- Several locations. $785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only
TWO BEDROOMS
locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.
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NEWLOVE

319 E. Wootter Street, Bowling Gre«n. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hojrs Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
wwwjohnnewtoverealestate con*

"We've got a place for everyone!'

6th Annual Award-Winning

When You Move Out
Don't Throw it Out!
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of
Mac 'n Cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store.
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it to
Bowling Green area families and organizations in need!

What can be donated?
• Any and all clothing and shoes, in or out of fashion
• Non-perishable food (snacks, cereal,
peanut butter, ramen noodles etc.)
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets
•Books-anyandall
• Paper and school supplies of any kind.
• Personal items-used and open are O.K.!
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, sports
equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.)
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape
• Basically, just about anything you're willing to part with!

Now until the residence halls close!
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall
lobby, Greek Houses, Chily's and Temptations Convenience stores, and the Union

Contact reslife@bgnet with any questions
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life, Kroger, the University Bookstore, Recreational Sports & BGSU Recycling.
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Researchers ponder
where the bees be

New planet could be habitable
By Robari S. Boyd
MCT
WASHINGTON - In a sJQiificam
advaiin- in the search for extiaterresirial life. European astronomers
have discovered whal they say
may lx> the firsi habitable planet
orbiting a nearby star.
They described their find as
an Earthlike rock) plane! that's
small enough and warm enough
that it might have liquid water, a
necessary condition lor life, on its
surface.
With an estimated radius onh,
50 percenl larger than Earths, the
new plane! would he the Smallest
of about 200 Such bodies ilmt have
been detected so far outside the
si ilar system. It weighs about live
times as much as limb, apparently the lowesl mass ill any other

known planet
N ISA scientists, however, cau-

tioned that determining the size
and weight of distant planets is
an uncertain an. "It might be
the smallest planet around a
nomial star, bui they cannot be
sure, said lack I jssauer, a planetary scientist al NASAs Ames

By Mall McK inncy

MCT

Research Center in Mountain
View Calif.
The new object is one of three
planets in a mini-solar system
i ill tiling a slar called Ciliese 581,
a "red dwarf" dial's much smaller and cooler (ban the sun. Red
dwarfs are the mosl common
type of stars in the universe.
"The lad that it (the new
planet) could have liquid
water makes it even more
fascinating and arguably the
first habitable planet," said
Alan Boss, an astronomer
EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY

with the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, who wasn't
part of the discovery team.

M

REACHING FOR THE STARS: This artists impulsion shows what may be the smallest
planet yel found outside the solar system. It's orbiting the dwarf slar Gliese S81.

The BG News is now

Helg Make The

accepting applications for
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2007 Staffs

BG
NEWS
Your Newspaper
Share your insight, creativity,
ideas aid opinions with the
Campus Community

Summer a Fall
[•Reporters
• Wed Staff
]
•Staff Editors
•VMeographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 25.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

MINNEAPOLIS — Researchers
nationwide are trying to solve a
growing agricultural mystery:
Where are ail the bees?
While picnickers may cheer
their demise, the rapidly shrinking bee population threatens the
pollinalion and survival of a multitude of commercial crops.
A hint of the problem first arose
five months ago in Florida where
beekeepers said they found whole
hives abandoned by adult bees
who left behind food and bee
larvae, the young who develop
inside the hive.
"We're at a tipping point but
we don't know what's caused the
tip," said Kevin Hackett, a bee
expert with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.

" We're at a tipping
point but we don't
know what's caused
the tip."
Kevin Hackett | Bee Expert
The problem now has a name
— colony collapse disorder—but
no explanation. It concerns one
type of bee, the European honey
bee, or apis mellifera. Bumble
bees and any of the 1,500 other
species of bee found in the United
States are not in danger, but neither are they a replacement for
the honey bee.
It's the nation's workhorse
when il comes to pollinalion,
handling the work necessary to
create many commercial crops.

Congress inquires about
environmental director
By Catharine Gabby
MCT
RALEIGH. N.C. — Members of
Congress are asking pointed
questions about the National
Institute of Environmental
I lealth Sciences and demanding
personal and professional financial records of its director.
The institute, one of the prestigious National Institutes of
Health, normally keeps a low
profile on a sheltered campus
tucked into North Carolina's
Research Triangle Park. Its S710
million budget pays for Mini
ies on environmental risks to
human health.
Now Reps Henry Waxnian,
D-Calif, and Dennis Kucinich,
I)-Ohio, are investigating director David Schwartz's efforts,
starting in 20O.r>, to privatize

an institute journal. They have
requested multiple financial
records from the accomplished
researcher, including details on
his personal consulting jobs and
investments.
"Multiple sources have contacted the committee to raise
additional questions about your
conduct as director of NIF.HS"
beyond criticism of proposed
changes proposed at the journal, a March 30 letter from ihe
congressmen slates.
Staff for Waxman and
Kucinich declined to discuss
the inquiry into Schwartz's
finances except to say that il
was highly preliminary.
The push to understand
Schwartz's efforts to modify the
journal stems from a desire to
preserve the independence of
the publication, they said.

Preferred
Properties Co.
wwwpreierredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Haven House Manor
• Fox Run Apts.
• Piedmont "Newly Renovated'

Mini Mall Apts.idoMiowi)
Triplex
Houses

• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
see our website or
call for more details
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TALK MORE AND PAY LESS.
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SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-12 8 1-4:30 Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378

Ask if you are eligible for a discount on your service, EVERY MONTH.

GREENBRIAR INC.
Sprint® Power Pack Plans

419-352-0717

450 Anytime Minutes for

$3999

With night calling
starting at 7pm.
Unlimited Mobile to Mobile Included.

'I'riiN'HIilfrlJM
803ThiirstlnAve
Remodeled 5 bedroom
2 bath, unfurnished house
Limit 5-lease 8/11/07-8/6/08

5.8leroMAv8
4 bedroom, 1 bath house
furnished
Limit 4-lease 8/15/07-8/6/08

1021 Klou Road
3 bedroom 1 bath house
unfurnished, remodeled kitchen
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

NEXTEL

NEXTEL AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

only from Sprint

1180 N. Main Street
Bowling Green
419-352-0522

FQQ0)@K)

tfSE.

316FrazBBAve
REMODELED 4 bedroom house
1 bath, unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 - lease Available Now

Repair
Center

"Rates exclude taxes 8> Sprint Fees (including USF charge of up to 2.41% that varies quarterly, cost recovery fees up to $1.55 per line, & state/local fees that vary by area).
Sprint Fees *re not taxes or govt req'd charges.
Coverage not available everywhere Available features & services will vary by phone/network Nextel National Network reaches over 263 million people Offers not available
in all market* Add'l terms & restrictions apply. Subject to credit approval. $36 activation & $200 early termination tee per line Deposit may be req'd See store or Sprint com
for details Offers end 5/13/07 or while supplies last Instant Savings: Activation at time of purchase required Mail-In Rebate: Requires purchase by 5/13/07 & activation by
5/27/07 Rebate amount cant exceed purchase price Taxes excl. line must be active JO consecutive days. Allows to 12 weeks for rebate Power Pack Plan: Offer
ends 5/13/07 Add'l Anytime M,r\ $0 45/mm Nights: Mon-Thurs 7pm •7amI*Wknds- Fn. 7pm -Mon. 7am. Partial mm. charged as full mm Mobile-to-Mobile
FOCUS
Applies to calls placed between Sprint PCS & Nextel phones (not through votcemail. direct, assis. other Indirect methods, or while roaming) ©2007 Sprint Nextel.
All rights reserved Sprint, the kjgo. and other trademarks are the trademarks of Sprint Nextel MOTORCHA & the Stylized M logo are registered In the US. Patent
&■ Trademaia Office

445 E Woosler
Bowline) Green, OH
43402

Hours
Mon-Fn 9iini-!)|)iii

Saturday 9am-Ipm

419 352 0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Trio of pitchers lead the way for BG
By Andrew Harnor

Reporter

MEN'S B BALL
BG coach Louis Orr
continues to finalize
coaching staff
BG men's basketball coach
Louis Orr has announced

Three Falcon pitchers have
been quietly putting together
one of the finest pitching seasons BG has ever seen. Emily
Gouge, Hayley Wiemer and
Sharon Palma have combined
for the Falcons' 29 wins this
season.
"Our pitching staff is fantastic," said BG coach Shannon
Salsburg. "Every time they take
the ball, they are giving us an
opportunity to win."
Gouge has gone 12-4 thus far
this season with a 1.74 ERA in

"Every time they
take the ball, they
are giving us an
opportunity to win."
Shannon Salsburg | BG Softball

104.1 innings. Her 113 strikeouts
and two saves lead the team.
She has also held opposing hitters to a .186 batting average.
In Wiemer's team leading 118
innings, she has struck out 107
batters while gaining 12 wins.
She also leads the team in ERA

with a 1.54. Opposing hitters are
barring .222 off of her this year.
"We have two of the best in the
IMid-American Conference],"
Salsburg said of Gouge and
Wiemer.
Palma has pitched respectable
in her limited role. She has gone
2-0 in six appearances including
a complete game shutout and a
save. She has also compiled 18
strikeouts in 14.2 innings while
holding a 1.91 ERA.
"All three of us have different
strengths and go-to pitches, so it
is hard for teams to adjust to our

BG PITCHING
DOMINATING THE
OPPOSITION
ERA:
BG: 1.65
Opp: 431
STRIKEOUTS:
BG: 238
Opp 176
WALKS:
BG:40
Opp: 110

See PITCHERS | Page 10

that George Jackson
[above], a Cincinnati native

CAVALIERS 1091 WIZARDS 102

and member of his staff
at Seton Hall, will join
the Falcon program as an
assistant coach. Orr also is
retaining third-year coach
LaMonta Stone and is in the
process of looking to fill his
third full-time slot.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Tennis:
MAC Championships; All day

OUR CALL
The List
Alex Rodriguez has been on
a tear this month, on pace
for the most productive
month from the plate in
MLB history. Here's a closer
look at the most prolific
months by a hitter in the
past 10 years:

1. Alex Rodriguez:
April 2007-A-Rod has 79
total bases in just 78 at bats.
His 14 home runs, through
19 games, is the most in the
league by seven. Ironically.
MARK DUNCAN

Yankees fans will find a
reason to complain about

AP PHOTO

SLIDING IN: Cavaliers' leBron James (23) scores past Wizards' Michael Ruffin (51) and Darius Sonqaila. led. during last night's first round playoff game

him come mid-May.

2. Barry Bonds: May

Cavs claim
game two

2001 - In the season he hit
75 home runs, May was the
crown jewel. He accumulated
17 home runs, one shy of the
single month record, and
also registered an unheard of
1.58 OPS.

3. Albert Pujols: April
2006 - Last year at this
time, all eyes were on the

Gooden, James pace Cleveland

Cardinals' feature slugger.
Pujols had 14 home runs and

By Tom Wlthtr.
The Associated Press

32 RBIs in April, which was a
historic performance before
this season when A-Rod
came along.

4. Albert Belle: July

TONYDEJAK

AP PHOTO

1998 - Does anyone else
have that Topps card where

SLAMMED: Cleveland's Drew Gooden celebrates a dunk against the
Washington Wizards in a first-round playoff basketball game last night.

CLEVELAND — Once he
dropped in his sixth straight
jumper, Drew Gooden spun
around and looked over at
Cleveland's bench. Then, he
placed his hands in front of his

face and wiggled his fingers.
"That's called making it
rain," Gooden said.
Last night, Gooden poured
it on for the Cavaliers.
Usually a member of
Cleveland's supporting cast,

Carlisle fired
by Pacers after
fourth year
By Cliff Brunt
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Rick Carlisle
was fired yesterday after four
tumultuous years as coach of
the Indiana Pacers, who failed
to make the playoffs for the first
time in a decade.
Carlisle said he understood it
was time for the Pacers to hear
a "new voice." Team president
Larry Bird said Carlisle has an
option to return to the team in
another capacity. Carlisle was
appointed vice president in
October and has until lune 15
to decide if he wants to keep
that title.
The Pacers finished the season 35-47, their worst since
1988-89. Indiana was 29-24
shortly after the All-Star break,
but lost its next 11 games to fall
out of playoff contention. A loss
to Detroit on April 3 clinched the
Pacers' first losing season since
1996-97.
Carlisle struggled to manage
talented but volatile players. Ron
Artest and Stephen Jackson were
the two most prominent players
in the2004 brawl between Pacers
players and Detroit Pistons fans.
That brawl started the unraveling of a team that was expected
to make several title runs.
"This came down to what was
in the best interests of the franchise going forward." Carlisle
said. "Coaching is something
that gets in your blood. But then
again, when you know it's time,
you know it's time."
Carlisle acknowledged his
struggles to connect with the
players.
"It's a people business, and
communication is really important," Carlisle said. "You can
never be too good a communicator. It's something I want to
continue to work on."
Carlisle isn't sure if he wants
to coach again, retain the Pacers
management position or take
time off to be with his family.
Seattle has fired its coach, as
has Sacramento — where Artest
now plays.
"He's got an opportunity to
stay here," Bird said. "But you
know Rick, he'll be out there
networking and if he gets another job, he gets another job."
Carlisle and Bird said the
coaching search will include
candidates within the organization. Carlisle said Pacers assistants Johnny Davis and Chuck
Person are ready to make the
move. Davis has made head
coaching stops in Orlando and
Philadelphia. Bird said he's not
interested in coaching the team
he led to the NBA finals in 2000.
In the Pacers' first year under
Carlisle in 2003-04, they went
61-21 for the best record in the
NBA, and the club reached
the Eastern Conference finals,
Indiana started the 2004-05 season in similar fashion, winning
six of its first eight games.
Then came Nov. 19,2004.
Artest went into the stands
after a Detroit Pistons fan he
thought doused him with a beverage, and some of his team-

See CAVS | Page 13

See CARLISLE | Page 10

his name is Joey? Anyway,
this BAMF had 41 hits and
16 dingers, an all-time great
performance.

Bluffton crash victim returns to baseball

5. Ken Griffey Jr.:
April 1997 - Before he
pulled hamstrings thinking
about ham sandwiches.
Griffey was a hitting
machine. Back in 1997, he
had 55 hits and 30 RBIs.

BLUFFTON. Ohio (AP) — Mike
Ramthun's legs were pinned
under a bus carrying Bluffton
University's baseball team after
it toppled off a highway overpass
In Atlanta.
His teammates managed to
get one leg freed, then waited for
others to help.
About a half-hour passed
before Ramthun made it out.
The outfielder didn't know if he'd

ever play again.
He returned to campus on
an electric scooter and limped
along using a walker at a memorial service for his five teammates
who died in accident.
On Tuesday, he started his first
game since that awful morning.
"You don't know how bad you
miss it until you're out there and
it's 70 degrees and the sun is shining," he said. "I just kept thinking,

'Man, this is awesome.'"
Ramthun, a sophomore,
played in both games of a doubleheader against St Francis.
He smacked a base hit his first
time up and then stole second
base.
"I was real nervous," Ramthun
said. "1 didn't get a lot of sleep."
The Beavers lost both games

CINCINNATI — A psychologist
who helps NFL teams assess the
character of draft picks shakes
his head when a troubled player
is chosen and then turns out to
be nothing but trouble.
"I've been telling teams for 25
I

years the same deal: You can't
afford to take a guy like that,"
Robert Troutwine said.
Teams are listening — for
one weekend, anyway.
There is consensus that
commissioner Roger Goodell's
crackdown on player misconduct, and his new policy holding franchises accountable

By Tom Wither*
The Associated Press

when things go wrong, will
make teams squeamish about
taking draft-day risks.
Goodell made examples
of Titans cornerback Adam
"Pacman" Jones and Bengals
receiver Chris Henry. Jones
got a one-year suspension and

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland
Browns have ranked near the
bottom in virtually every statistical category the past few years.
However, they can usually be
found close to the top of one
place: The NFL draft board.
It's one of the perks of losing
— over and over.
Barring a trade on Saturday,
the Browns will pick No. 3 in this
year's draft. It's a familiar place
for the orange helmets.
This will bethe fifth timesince
their 1999 expansion season that
the Browns have had one of the
first three selections, and the
sixth time they've picked in the

See CHARACTER | Page 11

See BROWNS | Page 10

See BLUFFTON | Page 10

Character counts when it comes to drafting
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

Browns prepare for yet
another top three pick

MARKLENMHAN ! AP PHOTO
(OOUCH: Quarterback Tim Couch, right
poies with Browns owner Al Lemer after
the Browns made him the number one pick
overall m the NFL Draft in 1999.
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ivts Hafner singles to right scoring ibp game-win-

| the Devil Rays during the ninth inning last Friday

Hot-hitting Hafner says
he's "getting there"
CLEVELAND (AP)

Inivis

Hafner isn't aboul to rest on
his dazzling offensive numbers.
"I'm
getting
there,"
(lleveland's designated hitter
understated yesterday before

covering the infield at Jacobs

Field.

game homestand.
Hafner then quickly
excused himseil to head for

After batting .567 (17for-30) With four homers
and nine Hills in his last
eight games, the American
leagues fourth-leading hitter with a .381 average overall
went off to try to perfect his
swing.
"The way he prepares for
every game, for every at-bat,

the indoor kitting cage as
a light rain tell on the larp

See HAFNER | Page 11

the huliiins played the Texas
Rangers to open an eight-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

different styles." Wiemer said.
On the season, the trio has
gone 296 with a 1.65 ERA in
237.1 innings. They have held
opposing hitters to a .205 average and have 238 strikeouts. The
Falcons have shut out the opposition eight times and have been
shut out just twice.
To compare, opposing pitchers
are 9-26 with a 4.21 ERA in 233
innings. HG hitters are' batting
.275 and have struck out only
176 times. Falcon pitchers have
allowed 19 less home runs on the
season as well.
In the school record books,
some 2007 numbers are already
cracking the all-time lists. The
all-time ERA record is Vicki
Miwa's 0.60 from 1987, but
Wiemer's 1.54 currently ranks
13th all-time. < louge's 113 strikeouts are 124 behind Liz Vrabel's
2005 record of 237. but she still
is currently Mill on the list. Both
of their 12 wins are tied for 10th
all-time.
Still. Gouge and Wiemer botli
know that without their teammates, none of the records they
are achieving would be possible.
"|Our| offense is consistently
putting up runs and putting the
pitching staff in a good place
to be successful," Wiemer said.
"And [catcher Ashley Zirklel does
great job of calling and mixing
pitches."
" |The pitchers] work very hard,
but the low ERA and opponent
batting average would be nothing without our stellar defense,"
(iouge said.

Any Fresher And You Would
Be Eating It In A Field.

overpass in Atlanta on March 2. On Tuesday. Apiil 24.2007. he started his first game since the accident

BLUFFTON
From Page 9
Tuesday and are now 3-14 in
a season that started a month
after their bus crashed on
March 2.
lour players died at the scene
and a fifth died a week later.
The bus driver and his wife also
were killed.
Investigators have said the
driver apparently mistook an
exit ramp for a highway lane,

From

any Garden
Sensations® Salad
Villa only at Wandy'B at
,
BTSUBGSU, 15M Wooalar SI.
|
and 1094 South Main St.. Bowling
Graan Of1eiaiplraayiSV07.
I

Chicken
BLT Salad

BTSU-BGSU; 1560 E. Wooster; 1094 S. Main
Pick-up window open 'til 1 am

Do what tastes right.
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baseball field in Bluffton. Ohio Ramthun's legs were pinned under a bus cairying the Bkiffton baseball team after it toppled off a highway

BROWNS
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Kill CARDINAL I APPHOTO
PLAY BALL: In this March 20 photo. BluHion baseball player Mike Ramthun. center, talks with players and faculty at the University's

top six. How's that for consistency?
And, as their woeful recent
history has shown, the Browns
haven't made the most of being
"on the clock" early.
Remember:
— 1999: Quarterback Tim
Couch (No. 1). Sacked so much
he's out of football.
— 2000:
Defensive end
Courtney Brown (No. 1). Injury
prone. Recently cut by the
Denver Broncos.
— 2001:DefensiveendGerard
Warren (No. 3). Then-coach
Butch Davis passed on running
back laDainian Tomlinson for
him. Oops.
— 2004: Tight end Kellen
Winslow (No. 6). Immense talent, he'll never teach his potential because of injuries sustained
in a motorcycle accident.
— 2005: Wide receiver Braylon
Edwards (No. 3). Perhaps the
best of the bunch, he was a locker room headache last season.
The track record of blown

"[On stealing
second base] Once
I did that, I knew
everything was going
to be all right."
Mike Ranthun | Bluffton Baseball
continued along it without
stopping at a "T" intersection
at the top of the ramp and then

went over the edge, landing on
Interstate 75.
Ramthun's brother, A.J., broke
his collarbone in the accident
and won't play this year.
Mike Ramthun said he is
85 percent healthy. He left the
second game with soreness in
his leg. He plans on playing in
games this weekend.
Stealing second base on
Tuesday felt great.
"Once I did that, I knew
everything was going to be all
right," he said.

picks have gnawed at the most
die-hard Cleveland fans, a few
of whom recently approached
general manager Phil Savage at
a charity event and warned him
that he had better get this one
right.
"One of them said if we didn't
draft Brady Quinn, they were
going to drop their tickets,"
Savage said.
Tough town. Tough pick, too.
Sitting third, the Browns will
undoubtedly get a quality player
among the top five prospects —
Quinn, laMarcus Russell, Calvin
lohnson, Adrian Peterson and
)oe Thomas — they are considering. But the question is, will
it be the one they REALLY want?
Most draft experts have the
Browns taking Quinn. Notre
Dame's golden quarterback who
was once considered the sure
top pick. That was until LSU's
Russell capped a sensational
season by outplaying Quinn in
the Sugar Bowl.
Quinn. who grew up as a
Browns fans in Dublin, Ohio,
has all the tools to become a star:
strong arm. mobility, matineeidol looks.

CARLISLE
From Page 9
mates joined in the melee.
Artest was suspended for
73 games and the playoffs,
and teammates Jermaine
O'Neal, lackson and Anthony
lohnson were given shorter
suspensions.
The remaining Pacers
clawed their way to a 44-38
record and the second round
of the playoffs, but Pacers
fans were upset that Miller's
final season ended that way.
Even with the brawl year.
Carlisle said this season
was the toughest he's had in
coaching, the situation made
more difficult because of his
close friendship with Bird.
Carlisle said he spoke with
Bird on Tuesday and they
decided that whichever of
them dies first, the other will
read the eulogy.
"I've seen other friends
part ways and never speak
again," Bird said, "but that's
not the way it's going to be
with us."

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin

Summit Street

_____ HOTEL ^—^—

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S400/mo + electric

best in student liusng (|> ^ Q^
$100 Visa Gift Card
- free ultra bulb tanning
washer anddryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
• microwave, dishwasher & disposal
• furnished apartments available
• free ethernet in each bedroom

yle pool and hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center '
fitness room and billiards room
- basketball and sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance
on site management

for Renewals & New Leases
in Enclave I

callegeparkueb.G3m
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I
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GKEENBRIARRENTALS.COM

WHEREVER YOU ARE
IAT LIKE YOU'RE HIM.

WE DELIVER.

419.353.7200

419.353.5100

a tour. Sion
a lease.
8

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352 0717

Delivery now available-call for details.

"Limited time only

Bowling Green, OH

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/ mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo * electric

_-g^»

Enclave II unfurnished - $310
furnished - $335
706 Napoleon Road

APARTMENTS —
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BOWLING GREEN
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Til 4J9 JSI.7200 • r«« 419.354 7206
www.qdoba.cofn
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Bengals look for
picks without
problems
By Jot Kay
The Associated Press
; CINCINNATI — Medical reports
won't be as important as police
; reports when the Cincinnati
Bengals get around to making
. their first pick in the Nl:l.draft.
And every other pick, as well.
After an incredible run of
■ arrests — nine players in nine
months — and a recent history
of taking chances on draft picks,
the Bengals cant afford to bring in
any more players with problems.
They need to improve their
defense. They would like to add
a tight end. They absolutely must
find guys whose mug shots will
show up in the media guide
instead of the police files.
"It's a consideration to make
sure we don't spend any more
time trying to reshape lives,"
coach Marvin lewis said this
week.
Instead, they'd like to reshape a
defense that has taken the brunt
of that misbehavior.
Six of the nine players arrested
were from the defense, including

comerback lohnathan loseph,
their top pick last year. Middle
linchackcrOdcllTlmrinan missed
last season and is still under suspension from the Ml. for violating its substance abuse policies.
Cincinnati picks Kith in the first
round and needs help at comerback and linebacker. I he Hcngals
could use a light end and another
safety. There's also some concern
about depth at receiver now thai
Chris I lenry has been suspended
for the fust eight games of next
season, although lewis has got
ten accustomed to playing with
out a punished player.
"That doesn't affect us one bit.'
lewis said of Henry's suspension. "It didn't affect us last year, it
wouldn't affect us Ibis year.''
Their rickety defense will have
the biggest impact on how they
pick.
"Our defenses ranking wasn't
the highest in the league last
year, so they're always looking lor
ways to improve," loseph said.
We didn't do much through bee
agency, so hopefully we can gel
something through the draft."
They really need a comerback.
Eighth-year veteran Deltha
O'Neal dropped oil dramatically last season, when he was
one of the nine players arrested
Tory lames also snuggled mightily, and was allowed to leave as a
free agent — he signed with New
hngland last week.

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 ot
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

HillsdaleApts.
1082Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposa
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

EKCA
Evargroen Apts.
215E.Po«Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus

1ECCA
HelnillteApti.
710 652 N. Enterprise
t Bedroom
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus

/tiSfcCA |
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for lull listing,
prices, & pictures!
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CHARACTER

From Page 9

From Page 9

Gooden
co-starred
with
IcHron lames by scoring 19
of his 24 points in the Bret
half in leading the Cavaliers
to a 109-102 victory (net the
Washington Wizards and a 2-0
lead in their first-round series
lames, playing on a lender
left ankle, scored 2T points
with eight rebounds and
seven assists. He also helped
the Cavaliers bold nil a fttri
ous rally by the Wizards, who
clawed within three points in
the final minute.
But it was Gooden's liisi
half flurry — he scored 15
points in just over five minutes
thai energized the
Cavs and pushed ihem to
the commanding advantage
in the best-of-seven series,
which moves to Washington
for Game -i on Saturday.
Gooden normally doesn't
have many offensive plays
called lor him by Cleveland
coach Mike Urown. who may
have lo rethink that pbiloso
pin alter the forward came
through on a nighl when

HAFNER
From Page 10
is what makes him such a
special hitter," hitting coach
I lei ek Shelton said. "When he
says he's gelling there' and
isn't quite locked in, I believe
him.
"He understands his swing
better than any hitter I've
known. He just has a feel tor
the slightest thing that you
can't even see on video.'
Ryan Garko marvels ,u

Harrier's plate discipline.
"I hope I can be ball the
hitter he is." said Garko. who

Henry got an eight-game pun-

follow,

ishment for misconduct.
learn executives got the mes
sage.
"They're going to tun the risk
that the commissioner may
carry a heavy hand when it
iiiines to teams that drall people who have known character
issues," said Floyd Reese, ihe
former Titans general manager
who drafted tones last year. "As
a franchise, you're probably putling yourself in harm's way il you
draft somebody with charactei
issues."

Coaches lend to think thai
the) can keep a player in line,
men when hi-has failed lo nieel

They can't say they don't have
enough Information.
IONVDEJAK
OH YEAH:

■'

AP PHOTO

mies reacts aftei a foul was called on teammate Dtew

IS ,'jiii over the Wizards in game two o( the NBA playoffs

lames was clearly not himself,
(loudens
performance
came exactly one year after he
had 24 points and 16 rebounds
in Came 2 oi the Cavs' first
round scries against the
Wizards. Cleveland lost that

drove in 45 runs in Til) games
as a rookie a veal ago alter
compiling a .293 averageovei
four minor-league seasons.
"I love picking his brain
because his thought process
is iin redible," t larko said. "As
hot as he is, he's still drawing
walks, being selective. When
I'm hitting well, I stari swinging at everything. Not him.
Muting behind him in the
lineup is jusi great. I learn
a lot from watching him,
though sometimes ill say to
myself. Did that really jusi
happen?'"
Catcher Victor Marline/.
says hilling cleanup behind

game before
series in six.

winning

the

Hut the 6-fbot-10 Gooden,
who is growing out an 1980sstyle ducktall hairdo, helped
make sure recent history
wouldn't be repeated.

llalner in the lineup also
helps his game.
I just love watching him
hit." Martinez said. "I'm glad
I don't have to call pitches
against him. I really don't
know what I'd do because he's
such a lough out."
Shelton believes llafner's
presence sets the stage for the
entire lineup. He encourages
cw'iy Indians hitter to try lo
emulate their teammate's
routine.
"I le's the best batting coach
we have," Shelton said. "The
idea is to get everybody doing
the same thing as a group and
he's the leader."

each passing round. Players
taken in later rounds will gel
Smallct salaries, MI teams see
less financial tisk it problems

Ihe Nil. does background
checks that include school disci
pline. attests, court cases, driving records and limited financial
records. The checks ate done on
players invited lo the league's
combine, and the information is
made available lo teams.
Teams use various other
methods loget information. This
year, six Nil.teams
theColls.
Patriots, Eagles, lets. Hams and
Panthers
are using Iroulwine
& Associates, Inc.. lo develop
profiles on players. Iroulwine.
an industrial psychologist, uses
a 75-question assessment that
provides insights Into a player's
temperament, judgment anil
attitudes.
Other teams use other psychologisis or questionnaires to
gain insights.
"Character is important." said
iroulwine. whoselirsi NIT.draft
work came in 1905. "Ultimately,
you win with those people. I

don't understand why people
overlook that."
The answer involves rationalization.
When a player slips in the
draft because of misdeeds, he
becomes more tempting with

the expectations of others. And
ihe predrafl interviews with
eager-lo-impress players can
leave a good
and totally mis
leading
impression.
"You sit him down, you bring
him in, \oii talk to him," Giants
general manager lerrj Reese
said, You let him look at you
eye In eye."
Often, it's a tough call. ' hat's
when a team's commitment to
character is revealed.
"formany years, people have
been puttinga lot of emphasis on
character," said Gil Brandt, a former Cowboys personnel director now employed as an analyst
for Ni I .com. "Sometimes, you
think you can change a person,
and that's veiy haul todo."
When a player who was projected to go early in the draft is
still there in later rounds, teams
are mine likely to overlook the
problems that made them slide.
Psychologists say that's a huge
mistake.
" I he) say, 'We won't take him
in the liisi round,' then the guy
diops io the luiiiiii round and
the) lake him," lYoutwine said.
"Well, his character didn't clean
up in the fourth round, lie didn't
get any sniailei in lite fourth
round. There are some people
that don't gei that n he's a bad
character guy. you don't want
him."
The Bengals are the besl
example oi bow draft da) risks
can deflate a franchise. I hey
had nine players arrested during a nine-month span, six oi
them draft picks from the last
two years, Iwoofthem
I lenry
and linebacker Odell Ihuiman
are suspended In ihe league
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GUNS
From Page 1
\ci ordingio the Ohio Attorney
Generals 2006 \nnual Report, in
2006, almost 19,000 licenses were
issued to Ohio residents.
Km |iisi because someone has
a license.doesIIDI mean the) <an
can) thcii weapon anywhere.
Buildings and businesses have
tin' authority in bar people from
bringing guns to their facilities
ami weapons are not permitted
in rniblii buildings or schools.
BGSU |IIIIK\ prohibits students from having any weapons
mi campus. According in ibe
Student (ode ol Conduct, studenis are nol allowed possession
ol firearms, explosives, incendiary devil cs, dangerous i liemicals
in illegal or unauthorized pusses
sinn di weapons i liesi' are listed
under Offenses Disrupting Order
i ii I Msregarding I lealth and Safer)
ol others.
i ampus Police Sgt. Tim lames
viid you cannol i an) a concealed
weapon on University property.
I be i ampus talicegel calls con
i erning weapons once In a while
bin .ui ording to lames, ii is "not
high on theii call list."
ibe procedures for students

TEENS
ihete will be various fundraisers to raise money for the center
and communif) members are
also encouraged to donate to the
cause.
I think everybody in town real
i/es we need this thing." I)i)bb
-.ml

who are caught witli a weapon on
campus are violating University
policies. ITiere are many tailors
ibai determine the extent ol the
laws broken.
Ibere are man) lac lens il it is
in violation to Ibe law sue b as the
ace o| the person, il the weapon
is concealed or il it is loaded,"
lames said. "Ibe campus police
would confiscate ii immediately because it is violating the
University policy."
Ibe Office of Residence Life
instructs their resident advisers
about what io do in case of find
inga weapon.
Scott Voss. a resident adviser
in llaishman. said he has never
found a weapon ill a resident's
room but knows what to do in
that situation.
"As a l( V il we see

siispec I a

residenl has a nun oi weapon we
are supposed to call the police
right away," \foss said.
In 2005, there was a problem
with a student who bad a "hii

TIMAYIEN

DNA test ends questions
By Jessica Robertson

Brent Arnold, was a semen at

eagei to leave the Bahamas with

l« .si I who was in the University's
\iim in in program. But Arnold
voluntarily withdrew from the
University alter being chained
with aggravated menacing.

bis infant daughter, showing

Anna

his weariness yesterday as he
entered the latest private conn
hearing in the custody dispute.
DNA tests proved Larry
Hirkhcad is the father of 7ninnili-old D.innielynn Ihe
mother of the dead reality I'V
stai has been trying to reach a
visitation agreement with him
thai would end her legal challenge for custody olthegirl.
"I'm just hoping to get out of
here pretty soon.' Hiikbeacl said
as be entered the pink Supreme
Court building.
Hirkhcad. a 3 1 yeai old photographer, arrived ill a black
Cadillac spoil utility vehicle

with Howard K. Stem. Smith's
last companion, he has been
caring for the infant since her
mother died in February, and
supports Hirkhcad in the custody battle,
Arthur arrived in a laxi and
did not speak to reporters.
The girl could potentially
inherit a fortune if lawyers
resolve challenges over her
mother's estate in her favor.
When she died of an accidental drug overdose in a Florida
hotel room, lawyers were slill
wrangling ovei the estate of
Smiths late husband, the Daxas
oil tycoon |. Howard Marshall
II. estimated to be worth more
than SI billion.
Smith
gave
birth
Io
Dannielynn in September in
the Bahamas, where her son
Daniel died of a drug overdose
davs later.

Semester Leases

ATTENTION BG!

FALL 2007

APPHOIO

CUSTODY BATTLE: '.j'cy BirMwod laughs with reporters outside the Bahamian
lay ol a custody heating, in Nassau. Bahamas, yesterday.

Nicole Smith's ex-boy hieiid is

SEMESTER LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

— A group of British
climate scientists is demanding
changes to a skeptical documentary about global warming, saying there are grave errors in the
program billed as a response to Al
Gore's "An Inconvenient Truth."
"The Great Global Warming
Swindle" aired on British television in March and is coming
out soon on DVD It argues lhal
man-made emissions have a
marginal impact on the world's
climate and wanning can better
be explained by changing patterns of solar activity.
An open letter sent Tuesday by
38 scientists, including the former heads of Britain's academy
of sciences and Britain's weather
office, called on producer Wag TV
lo remove what il called "major
misrepresentations" from the
film before the I Al) release
a
demand its director said was tan•amount to censorship
Bob Ward, the fomier spokesman for the Royal Society,
Britain's academy of science,
and one of the letter's signatories, said director Mark Durkin
made a "long catalog of fundamental and profound mistakes"
— including the claim that volcanoes produce more carbon dioxide than humans, and that the
Farm's atmosphere WBS wanner
during the Middle Ages than it
is today.
1J(JNIX)N

NASSAU, Bahamas

in the community sir i miversit)
students as less-than-eager
volunteers.

"This is a
contemptible,

The Associated Press

dence dorm room. I he student.

And a lot of those people are
college students. Bethany said
around 60 college students hoping to volunteer snowed up to the
most recent meeting.
[here are so many college students who want to hang out and
be a good influence," he said
Km I toward said some people

Scientists find errors in
global warming film
By R.ipln-I G S.itt-'i-

list" and a shotgun in his icsi

/
\
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HHIllin I

M.iiia.U'-inmi Inc.

&ki' l/i

Tree speech does nol extend

weasel-worded
attempt to gag
scientific criticism,
and it won't work."
■ectoi
to misleading the public by making factually inaccurate statements." he said. "Somebody has
ID stand up for the public Interest
here."
Durkin called the letter "loathsome."
"This is a contemptible, weasel-worded attempt to gag scientific criticism, and il won't work."
lie said. "1 don't Ix'licvc they're
interested in quality control
when it comes lo the reporting
of science — so long as it's on
their side."
Durkin acknowledged two
of the emirs highlighted by the
scientists — including the claim
about volcanic emissions — but
lie described those changes as
minor and said they would be
corrected in the expanded DVD
release
Rut the scientists do not want
tin' DVD released without edits
lo completely remove the material they object to — something
Ward said would fatally weaken
the film's argument.

COME IN AND SIGN A
RESERVATION AGREEMENT
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON
GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-1717
445 E. W00STER
*^reenbriarrentals.corn

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green. OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info(« meccabg.com
\v\\ vv.mcccahg.com
♦(TRTAIN TFRMS & RF.STRICTIONS APPI.V

got degree?

Say& December

* College

*3

^ GET WHEELS!
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

NOHASSLE
PRE-APPROVMJ
419-352-2553
^^ ^M^d

2007 Mercury!
Milan or y??PI Compass:

OR 800-735-2553
n«ng on me Mlon SWoXieal
oa» Upon opexoved aedB onv
We deraft

f *

Bowling Green

I&9/M0,

Unco In mercury jeep
1079 N. Main Street just across the street from Kroger • 800-735-2553

Are you coming home
for the summer?
YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for it

The Ohio State University at Lima
offers a summer schedule full of
general education classes that will
easily transfer back to Bowling
Green in the fall.

College expenses should not be a roadblock lor your future. Stay on track with
an alternative loan from Campus Door. Gel up to $250,000 to pay for college
and make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today
al campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend
your time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.

For example, our Bio 101 is the
equivalent of your Bio 104,
History 151 8c 152 to History 205
& 206 and Psych 100 to Psych 101.
Classes beji
lune 18.

ISH fima.05u.«rfu
You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com

All loans ,»»■ subpcl tocfertit approval. Prog'..
ftartt/Setvtt*mwks we tin
Door Inc. All Might- ''■

campusdoor
• Biothefs Bar*,. FSB .'2007 Camou

(JK/O STATE

For information on
which courses transfer or

how to enroll for summer
classes, call the Office of
Admissions at (419) 995-8391.

BUCKEYES

The Tradition. ^he Excellence.
We Are...The Ohio i Mate University

STATE
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Turning black goo into protection for you

School bus
driver charged
with assault
COLUMBUS (API — A former
school bus driver has been
charged with assault based
on witness statements that he
placed his foot in the back of
a verbally abusive third-grader
and pushed the boy down the
vehicle's steps to the ground.
When the boy refused to
move to the correct seal at the
front of the bus, driver Stephen
Beasley picked up the 10-yearold and carried him down the
aisle, with the hoy's head striking bus seats, witnesses said in
a school district investigator's
report,
Beasley then kicked the boy
off t he Columbus Public Schools
bus, threw the boy's book bag
On top of him and said, "Now
your parents can come and pick
you up. according to the witnesses, who included numerous children and at least two
adults. Beasley then drove off
with the other students.
The witnesses said the confrontation happened as Beasley
was preparing to drive students
home from Parsons Elementary
School on Ian. 31.
One adult witness said "the
child flew off the bus like a projectile," said Hill lledrick, an
assistant city attorney.
In a district incident report.
Beasley denied kicking the boy
and said the youth fell down
while leaving the bus, The
Columbus Dispatch reported
yesterday.
Beasley, 35, of Columbus, was
fired by the city school board
April 3. lie is scheduled to be
arraigned in Franklin County
Municipal Court on May 2 and
intends to plead not guilty, said
his attorney. Hill Meeks.
lledrick said Beasley could
face up to nil) days in jail and
a $1,000 fine if convicted. The
assault charge was filed March
7, according to online court
records.

T^T
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Hog feed

THE BG NEWSSUDOKU

could be
contaminated

By P«t«r Krou>«
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Nearly a decade
ago. (Cleveland businessman Dan
Moore creeled Team Wendy as
a memorial lo his eldest daughter. She died from head trauma
after a 1997 skiing accident in
California.
The mission: Develop a helmet
that was more energy-absorbent,
something that might have protected Wendy, 29, as she cascaded
down that icy slope at Mammoth
Mountain.
It was passion born of pain.
Wendy wasn't wearing a helmet
that day, but if she had been, it
probably would not have provided adequate protection, Moore
discovered. It didn't take long for
Moore's entrepreneurial instincts
to take over. I le enlisted the help
of local chemists, physicists and
engineers to invent a substance
that would better cushion the
force of blunt blows.
The result was Zorbium. a patented black goo that turns from
liquid to foam.
But as fate would have it, skiers
and snowboarders aren't the ones
benefiting from Zorbhim, at least
not yet. It's the thousands of men

Thumfay. Aptil 26 200715

By John Svcwcr
The Associated Press

IYNNISCHAY
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IN MEMORY: Team Wendy's Chief Executive John Sweeny, left, and President Tom
Ptodouz tall about foam padding that theit company makes (or helmets last Monday
and women serving with the U.S.
military in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Team Wendy's helmet pads
have become standard military
issue. The Army embraced them
first and, more recently, so did the
Marines.
l.ocated in a corner of an old
plant — a large, beige brick building — Team Wendy cranks out
several thousand sets of pads a
week. The process begins when
a variety of chemicals are mixed
together and then shot into crates
where the liquid hardens and

rises into spongelike loaves of
dark gray foam.
The loaves are then sliced like
bread and the pieces are glued
together in twos lo create a foam
laminate. The individual pieces
are then cut from the laminate.
Bach helmet takes seven pads
—a circle for the crown, two trapezoids for the front and back and
four rectangles for the sides. If the
military personnel don't already
have the necessary fasteners and
four-point chin straps, they get
those, too.

Some may begin to see
lower teen insurance rates
COLUMBUS (API— Ohio's new
law restricting young drivers Is
saving some people money on
car insurance bills because the
companies believe the regulations will lower accident rates.
Some insurance companies
lowered teen drivei rates after
the law that restricts the hours
teens may drive and their number of passengers went into
effect April (i.
Teen drivers with Orange
Insurance will get up to a 5 percent discount when the company cuts its rates in June. Allstate
Insurance Co. lowered fees last
summer in anticipation of the
law. anil teen drivers can further nit their rates by taking an
online safety program, spokeswoman Lisa Hnncy said.

"Insurance
companies are
starting to see
lower losses..."
Mary Benolli | Spokeswoman
In the last 18 months. State
Auto Insurance dropped rates
for teen drivers by 5 to 10 percent, said Joel Brown, vice president of personal insurance.
"Insurance companies are
starting to see lower losses from
teen drivers, and are turning
around and passing those savings on to customers," said
Mary Bonelli, spokeswoman for
the Ohio Insurance Institute.

COLUMBUS (AP) — House
Democrats yesterday selected a
former state lawmaker lo fill a
seal representing eastern Ohio.
Mahoning County Recorder
Ron Oerberry. 54, of Austintown
was nominated to replace
Kenneth Carano as slate representative for the 59th House
District. Carano is stepping
down to serve as director for (low
Ted Strickland's regional office in

the Mahoning Valley.
Carano's last day with the
I louse will be Monday. A vote
to install (ierberry is expected
as soon as Tuesday. I >emocratic
Mouse leader Joyce Beany of
(lolumbus said in a statement
If confirmed, Gerberry's term
would end in December 2008.
The59th I louse District encompasses parts of Mahoning
County.
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Ohio agriculture officials have
quarantined a farm where
hogs may have IHVII fed pel
food contaminated with an
industrial chemical.
It was not clear yet whether
the hogs ate the tainted feed,
state agriculture director
Robert Boggs said yesterday.
"At this point it is unknown
whether the Ohio farm actually received the contaminated feed." he said. "However,
the farm did receive feed
shipped within the timeframe of concern."
Investigators were collecting urine samples from the
hogs to determine whether
they had ingested the chemical melamine. Boggs said.
State officials did not
release the location of the
farm or its size.
Agriculture Department
spokeswoman IceAnneMi/er
said theydo not know whether
any hogs from the Ohio farm
had been processed into the
food Supply.
Contaminated pel food was
sent to hog farms in as many
as six states, including New
York, North Carolina. South
Carolina and Utah, federal
health officials have said.
Hogs at a farm in California
ate the contaminated feed,
according to the Food Safety
and Inspection Service.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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FROM THE ASHES WE ROSE

WEARE MARSHALL
A TRUE STORY

«*<&**

Friday- April 27th

206 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Theatre I

9:30PM

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.html

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD
** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored, (lift card «ill be given on day of move in. either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount vour first month rent.

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

MONDAY
THRO
FRIDAY
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FREE MOVIE
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Gerberry to represent 59th
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MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: infofa tiieccahn.com

www.meccabg.com
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Russia mourns death of their dynamic president

Superman better not
visit any Serbian mines
LONDON (APj - A mineral recently
discovered in Serbia has the same composition as kryptomte - the fictional sub
1

stance that rob , Superman of Ins powers
- the British Museum said Tuesday
White the material is nr,r a perfect
match, its chemical breakdown is strikingly
sim i Id r
A drill core of the unusual mineral
was unearthed in Seibia by the n
group Rio Tmto PLC which turned it over
to mineral expert Chris Stanley at the
Natural History Museum for analysis
"Towards the end of my research I
searched the Web using the mineral's
chemical formula, sodium lithium boron
silicate hydroxide, and was amazed to discover that same scientific name written on

By Maria Danilova

Savior echoed with the priests
and a (hi lil Singing the linssi.in

The Av

Orthodox funeral liturgy during

Moscow
solemn

Russia bade a

farewell

yesterday

10 Boris Yeltsin, its lirsi posl
soviet president, with a sonorous funeral under the glided
arches ol a cathedral near ihe
Kremlin and burial in a leafy
cemetery near the hanks ol the
Moscow River.
IVVO do/en white robed
priests led Ihe service before
a crowd oi dignitaries, including his hand-picked successor.
President Vladimir Putin, and
other world leaders of his era.
including former Presidents
George II U. Hush and Bill
Clinton, and Sir lohn Major,
Britain's ex prime minister,
ihe ( athedral of Christ the

the Hfi minute service, which
was televised live.
It was a quiel finale lor one
ol the most dynamic figures ul
Russia: recent history
Mterward, a black Mercedes
hearse carried Yeltsin's flagdraped coffin from the cathedral, past a crowd ol mourners.
At a spot c lose) 10 Moscow's

By Anita Powell
The Associated Press

prestigious
Novodevichy
Cemetery, ii was transferred
to a caisson, and an armored.
military-green reconnaissance
vehicle then pulled it along a
street strewn with red carnations.
It was home slowh to the

A TEARFUL GOODBYE: A daughter of foimer Russian president Boris Yeltsin.

grave as priests, relatives and
VlPs walked behind.

day, with daughter Yelena hugging the widow. Naina. in the background.

VUDIMIRRODIONOV

»P PHOTO

Tatyana. grieves during Yeltsins funeral at Novodevichy Cemetery, in Moscow, yester-

a case of rock containing kryptomte stolen
by Le» Luthor from a museum in the film
Superman Return1, ' Stanley said
Then ■
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Accidental missle leads to
tragedy at civilian hospital

radioactive - unlike the glowing green
crystals usually depicted in the Superman
comics It will be formally named Jadante
when it is described m the European
Journal of Mineralogy later this year

By Salad Duhul

Man takes nap at bank,
horse makes 'deposit'

I

-

-
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BERLIN (AP)-An early morning
bank customer had a bit of a shock when
he found a horse at the automatic teller
machine
The horses owner, identified only as
Wolfgang H. had a bit too much to drink

Suicide bomber attacks Iraqi
police station, kills 4 policemen

the night before and decided to sleep it

The Associated Press
MOGADISHU,
Somalia
A missile hit the roof of a
children's hospital that was
packed with civilians wounded in Bghtingbetween Islamic
Insurgents and Ethiopian
troops allied to the Somali
gn\ eminent, an official said.
The shell exploded in a

off inside the banks heated foyer, police

By Thomas Wagntr

occurred ai the from gate of

wardhousing 20-30 wounded

said Tuesday

The Associated Press

the police station in a market
place in Balad llu/ city 15 miles
northeast of Baghdad, police
said. Ml fatalities were policemen and the wounded included
11 civilians and five policemen,

adults, said Wilhelm lluber.
regional director for the
SOS Children's Villages. The
children had already been
evacuated because shells
were bitting the compound,
I luber said.
"What is happening now
cannot go on." lluber told
I he Associated Press.
I le said lie did not believe
the hospital had been
deliberately targeted but

The 40-year-old machinist told Bild
newspaper he had had "a few be-1
a friend in Wiesenburg. southwest of
Berlin, and decided to hit the hay m the
bank on his way home.
Confronted with the lack of a hitching-post. he brought the 6-year-old horse,
named Sammy, in with him.
No charges were filed, but there might
be some cleanup needed- Apparently
Sammy made his own after-hours deposit

BAGHDAD

\ bumbo weai

inn •' hidden belt of explosives
attacked a police station in
Iraqis volatile Diyala province
yesterday killing at least four
policeman just days alter a
double suicide bombing in the
same province left nine U.S.
soldiers dead.
Yesterday's explosion, which
also injured at least Hi people,

authorities said.
Since U.S. anil Iraqi troops
launched the security crackdown m Baghdad in February,
Siimii militants are believed to
have moved out of the Iraqi capital to seek haven in nearby areas.

HEY!!!

Oil field target
of Ethiopian
rebel attack

"This is a tragic
situation... What
is happening now
cannot go on."
Wilhelm Huber | Director SOS

that it clearly came from
government forces because
the insurgents do not have
missiles.
"People are desperate."
1 luber said. "This is a tragic
situation."
Earlier in the day, civilians
were caught in the crossfire as
the government's Ethiopian
backers used tanks and heavy
artillery lo pound insurgent
strongholds, witnesses said.
Hundreds
have
been
killed in eight straight days

of fighting.

ADDIS ABABA. Ethiopia —
Ethiopian rebels who have fought
alongside Islamic militants in
neighboring Somalia stormed
a Chinese-run oil field at dawn
Tuesday, killing 74 people and
destroying the exploration facility
in a restive border region.
It was the first such attack on
a foreign company in this Horn
of Africa nation, in contrast to
Nigeria on the western side of the
continent, where rebel groups
frequently attack international oil
concerns.
Chinese officials said nine
Chinese oil workers and 65
I Ethiopians died and seven Chinese
were taken away by the rebels
The assault by more than 200
gunmen lasted nearly an hour,
and followed a warning last year
from the rebel Ogaden National
liberation front against any
investment in eastern Ethiopia's
Ogaden area that could benefit the
U.S.-allied government.
Fonned by Ethiopia's ethnic
Somali minority, the Muslim group
has been fighting for secession
of the Britain-sized region with 4
million inhabitants since the early
1990s, but it had mounted only
occasional hit-and-run attacks
on government troops in recent
years.
The large scale of the attack
at the small town of Abole, close
to the Somali border, raised the
prospect of a broadening of the
fighting In Somalia, where the
Ethiopian army is supporting
the tl.N.-backed interim Somali
government in a war with islamic

Insurgents,
"This was a cold-blooded killing," Bereket Simon, a special
adviser to Prime Minister Meles
Zenawi, told The Associated
Press.

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 Kasl Wousler Si. • 352-0717
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Our products are leaving the campus,
but your tastebuds aren't.
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Help Wanted

Services Offered

Wanted

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

Roommate Wanted. 2 bdrm townhouse w porch and garage. $325
per month Call Tara 419-551-6542

Childcare lor 11 year old boy Mon
through Fri.. in BG Transportation
necessary. 419-981-2745

SUMMER
SUBLEASER
Nice
house, big yard. 1 blk. from campus.
AC. $270 mo. .util. 440-547-6745.

Cleaning & misc. help needed
Part-time starting 5 7 07
419-353 0325

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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Tutor available. BGSU Junior Social
Studies major, experienced. Seeking tutees. grades 7 thru 12. Brian
513-919-2670.

College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement op
portunities. 1-888-277-9787 or
wwwcollegepro.com

Help Wanted

Lost/Found
JUAN M ON UNO

BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Personals

ALL THE TORNADO LEFT: People look through ihe debris ol their home alter it wai
destroyed by a tornado a day earlier in the tity of Piedras Negras. Mexico, yesterday

Tornado creates havoc, claims
lives, in Mexican border town
BAGLE PASS, Texas — Six people were killed when severe
storms spawned a tornado thai
struck a small community near
the Mexican border Tuesday,
officials said.
The six people killed were
reportedly in one home, said
Eagle Pass Fire Chief Hoy
Delacruz. The tornado took
the greatest toll on the unincorporated areas of Maverick
County known as l.oma Linda,
Chula Vista and Hosita Valley,
officials said.
The tornado destroyed Rosita
Valley Elementary School, more
than 20 homes and the Eagle
Pass municipal sewer treatment plant. Eagle Pass Mayor
Chad foster said. Nobody was
in the school when the tornado
hit, he said.

Eort
Duncan
Regional
Medical Center, the Eagle Pass
hospital, received 74 injured
patients, Poster said. Four
patients in critical condition
were transported to other
regional hospitals, four patients
were admitted locally and 32
were discharged. Foster added.
"The hospital In the early
stages was being overrun, but
they had called in additional doctors and were able to
take care of business," Foster
said. "I spoke with the hospital administrator and they're
under control."
Hospital officials could
not immediately be reached
Tuesday.
The Eagle Pass school district canceled classes yesterday,
Foster said.

at

Management Inc.

REWARD!!!!
Losl I Stolen Purse @ Skybar on
4'20: Lrg brwn Coach tote w/ initials
EES'. Contains: Blue Coach
checkbook wallet. BG ID. Mitsubishi car
keys. 1 apt. key. Caseo digital cam
era. brown Coach Allie sunglasses,
pink Motorola Sliver cell phone
CASH REWARD IF RETURNED!
NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
Call: 440-227-3194

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starling April 26

Wanted

Attention Summer Work, $15.25
base-appt. FT/PT customer sales
service, no exp nee. conditions apply, all ages 17». call now, 419-8655150. lor 19 other Ohio & WVA lo
cations visit wwvY.worhlor students,
com

Make up to $75 per online survey:
www CashToSpend com.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. 1 child;
6am-3pm, Mon. - Fri.. every other
week.For more mlo. 419-419-9109

Crcntivo Movement Instructor
Seeking an individual to develop
and teach bimonthly creative move
menlpre-dance program to children
6 months-5 years ol age Current
experience working with young chil
dren and tormal dance training re
quired. Submit resume cover letter
and salary requirements to Contact
Kathy Manley, Discover Kingdom
1069 Klolz Rd, BG OH 43402Fax»
419-728-0283.

Services Offered

Sanderson Stables
A Prolessional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training, Workbooks.
& Educ Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 & 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more
Contacl us at 419-655-2253 or
www.sandersonslables.com
inlo@sandersonsiables.com

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

BRING IN THIS AD AND SAVE!
Zero Money Down - No Deposit

RENT SPECIAL
3 Bedrooms from $895"" <»""'»"" • ""'»■•■•
2 Bedrooms from $735""""»»»'"' - <■"'"">

APARTMiMTS/HOUSeS/STORAGe t/A/rTS
toe

PLUS RECEIVE

OA/ TOOAY TO:

New Living Room Carpet
umia Washer & Dryer ■« pur<*aipma

View our 2007/2008 Listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

£D

SignUpToday! a^

GREENBRIAR, INC.

i

[419)352-0717

Sign Up Before April 31st to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses tor Kent:
11l) Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/: Sixth
7041/: Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
83') Fourth St.

MJJS RENTALS

<1 Am
nagement
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

230 S. College

234 S. College

2 Bedroom House - $725

2 Bedroom House - $800

Call to make an appointment today!

222 - 228 S. College

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Starting at $370
*ni
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I & 2 BEDROOM UNITS
furnished or unfirnished
INTERNET
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• FREE HEAT IN SELECTED
UNITS
SUMMER STORAGE

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
TO CAMPUS

419-661-9377
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
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The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

brought to you by
Earn $2500. monthly and more
1o type simple ads online.
www DataAdEntry com
Looking for student/teacner to choreograph a qumcenita. Latm/hip hop
routines Call 419-308-7101.
Office cleaning evenings 10-12 hrs
per week. Own transportation req
Call Steve at 352-5335.
RELIABLE. CARING BABYSITTER
needed first summer session, possibly beyond, for our 4 yr old daughter in our Perrysburg home, variable
afternoons, occasional nights We
are looking lor someone who will actively engage in playing with and
teaching a sweet, shy girl S7.50'hr.
E-mail vekstra@bgsu edu
Sales Associate.
Adult retail store Immediate open
ings for sales associate Must be 18
yrs of age. drug free, friendly, and
eager to succeed. Interested candidates can call: 419288-2131 be
tween 9 and 5 Mon Sat to apply
Seasonal Labor for light duty assembly in confectionery plant. MayAugusl. Must be over 18 years old
and be able to work 1st or 2nd shift
Apply to Oecko Products. 2105 Su
perior St Sandusky OH 44870
Phone:419-626-5757 Fa«
419-626-3135 E mail
Knemmeriarj9ch°,com
Sleep away summer camp for inner
city youth now hiring Apply online
at
www bgctoledo org
Sport Technician: provide and coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activifies. Experience preferred in the
field of MR DD or a related area that
includes direct service/coaching of
athletes Two(2) pan-time position's
available
Salary S9.00-S13.50
based upon experience Application
packet available 8 00am 4 00pm at
Wood Lane School. Ent B 11160 E.
Gypsy Lane Rd.. BG. OH Application deadline 4 3007 @ 12:00
Noon. EOE

Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful, Laketront Yachting Club
seeks outgoing friendly
learn players, will train
qualilied candidates as:
Servers
Bussers
Hots/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks
Sail Camp Counselors
Snack Bar Attendants
Incentive progranvvery flexible hrs"
Excellent Pay
Call now for an interview
200 Yacht Club Dr
Rocky River, OH 44116
(440|333-1155 ext. 240

1 bdrm S400 mo plus elec & dep
9 & 12 mo leases available. No pets
854 8th St 419-392-3354.

SUMMER HELP NEEDED
Waitresses & Cooks
Doc's Restaurant - 7 mins. from BG
419-823-4081. after 3pm

1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843.

1 subleaser needed for Aug. 07-Aug
08 House on Third St $325 per mo
plus util.. WD. AC. close to campus
614-352-8860
1 sublsr. needed in a 3 brm. 2 bath
apt $250'mo >uti!'9mo. 5 min walk
to campus, fully furn. 513-236-8162.
12 month leases starling May 2007
818 2nd Si 2BRApts
$500 • gas/elec
1026K!otz-3BRHome
$750 • util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

BEST IN BG GARAGE SALE
624 Wallace Ave . near hospital.
Sweet color TV. apt stuff, lurn.. vintage computer & elec. parts. This
Sat 9-3pm, sell cheap.
CASH FOR BOOKS
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26
HUGE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY RUMMAGE SALE!
Saturday. April 28th
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
VARSITY SQUARE APTS
1097 Varsity East
(Across from Petco.)
419.353.7715

2 bdrm apt. Reed St.
Close to campus Call: 419-3524773 or 419-601-3225 (cell).
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month t
utilities. Available August 7. & for
fall Call 419-409-1110.
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008.
sch yr Please call 419-308-3525.
3 bdrm house. $800 plus utils. Avail
8/16. Sm pet allowed. 404 S. College. 419 352.4850 S 419 352.6948
3 bdrm house, excell. cond.. Avail
Aug. 15. Close to campus/BG. AC
1 1/2 baths. D-W. 419-308-2458.

"07-08 S.Y. 1. 2. 3, 4. 5 & 6 bdrm
units avail. See CartyRentals.com
S5web'call 419-3530325 also call
lor Summer only.

419-354-6036.
1 bdrm avail, in Enclave 1. Fully furnished, free internet, willing to discount rent Call: 419-376-0270

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
■Private entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
■ Pets welcome!

5 bedroom house avail, for summer
May 15th to Aug. 5th.
Call 419-494-8208
525 N. Prospect-3 bdrm., 2 bath. 2
car garage. $1000/M Avail, in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house $1500M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800;M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494

Ivywooi^'

SOUTH
SIDE
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
29
31
32
35
37
38
39
40

42
43
44
45
46
48
49
52
56
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Eye amorously
Joplin of ragtime fame
Lattice stnp
Retain
Of an arm bone
Clarinet's relative
Opposed to
Explosive stuff, briefly
Mature
Start of James Thurber quote
Dig a trench
Shea Stadium player
Pined (for)
Vicious or Caesar
Took to court
Had sushi
Castle protectors
Part 2 of quote
Uffizi Palace display
Fountain treats
Salacious stare
Part 3 of quote

Spanish priest
PC group
Islands off Galway
Slugger's need
Utopian
Segment of a min.
AT81T part
End of quote
Tarot user
Come to terms
Sign
Coffee servers
Approaches
Egghead
Chess call
Credo
Pastoral poem

N

t

apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
C A, Pat* Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance Patio
Short Term Leaiei Aval
418-352-7891

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007
722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom

830-8301/2 SCOTT

A-frame houses. S560.00 per month plus

HAMILTON -Three bedrooms, 2 baths.

Utilities. Deposit S560.00. Limit 3 people.

S925.00 per month. Air conditioned.
Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limit 5
cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.
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1432 E. WootUr, B6

(419) 352-4663
■delivery ivtilibla-

Houri: Ham - 9pm Mondiy- Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

130 Liberty Street. 1 bedroom
$475.00 Newly remodeled
Quiet Location
Highland Management
419-354-6036

Buckeye Self Storage
We have summer leases. Near campus, many sizes. Open 24 hrs. Don't
make extra work, leave your things
here. Call to reserve. 352-1520

Enclave II waives $75 app. tee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

A new listing. 200 blk. Crim. nice
neighbrhd. W/D, Irg. living room
Avail. Aug. 419-352-7090.

Male has 2 furnished rooms, for
rent. Freedom of the house $250
mo.. $100 deposit 419-354-6117.

Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590

f

APARTMENTS

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

www.homecltylce.com

1-800-829-8638
\^

Subleaser needed May-Aug. The
Enclave II. $300 mo. partially furn.
Questions, call Aime 740-505-8043.

Summer lease w/ option to extend.
Female only. 1 bed w private bath
in 4 bdrm. lurn apt. W/D in apt Pool
weight rm. & more. 1/2 off 1st mo's.
rent. $350 plus util. 330-284-4243.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525/month Full Year Lease

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10- 2M - F
www.bgapartments.com

Subleaser needed. 149 Manville.
May thru August.
Call for more info. 419-351-6152

A
709 5th Street

Move in alter that and get

1 Month Freer

Not of the cloth
Walk back and forth
Bidding
RNpart
Cubic meter
Used a stopwatch
Variety of corundum
Ivan of tennis
S-shaped molding
Humorist Lebowitz
Novelist Morrison
Addition figure
Important time

ANSWERS

V

and get 2 Months Free!*

VARSITY SQUARE

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 yo 5/3/08.

■

Move in during May or June
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27
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
38

Signals thumbs-up
Italian port
Slacken
Extended narrative poem
Basked
Montgomery of "The
Misfits"
Not taken in by
Poi source
Streetcars
Access the Web
Did away with
Also
41
Cut down
42
Nice friends?
45
Kind of list
47
Old-time knock-out
48
gas
49
Steel plow pioneer
50
Stairway segment
51
Perm milieu
53
Biblical preposition
54
Syrup source
55
Mountain nymph
56
Expiation
57
Spy Han
Lacking fizz
"The
of Venice"

Vk Blocks From Campus

FREE HEAT

Every
Thursday

|H

■gI"

418 BS. Summit Street
2 bedroom $650.00
w/ garage & W/D.
Great Location
Highland Management

1 & 3 bdrm apis on Manville by
Water Tower. Available May & Aug
419-352-5239.

□'

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26

;--l--p|

414 S. Summit St.
$885.00 w.' garage 8 WD
2* bedroom house
Great Location
Highalnd Management
419-354-6036

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 8 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740

| liVPS'lANl

54

1
2
3
4
5
6

4 bdrm. unlurn. house. 1sl block of
Manville. Redecorated May 06.
available May 07 419-352-5239

For Rent

Gyros

■

;?

2 bdrm apt furn & unfurn.
1 bdrm apt lor grad student.
419-352-3445 or 419-308-1287.

For Sale

BUT [3]
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NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-8008998070

^

MECCA
Management Inc.

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
$395.00 - $450.00
Quiet location, Laundry on Site
www.hghiflhlandmgmt.com
Highland Management
419-354-6036
The Homestead
1 bedroom w/ study & 2 bedroom
$685 $600 washer & dryer on site
Extra storage in basement
Close to downtown
Highland Management
419-354-6036.

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECKOUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

WWW.MECCABG.COM

629 ELM STREET - Three bedrooms. S885.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.
Tenants have use of garage. House has

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT «A - Two

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.Lease5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

136 PALMER - Three bedrooms. $725.0
per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16,2007

Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage

are required to have health Insurance.

only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

712 SECOND STREET, UNIT #B- Two

$470.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

bedrooms, $690 per month. Deposit

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

$690.00. Has dishwasher and air

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

- -

JOHN

NEWLOVE

'•

' f :: i" !■■ !■ :;
319 E. Wooittr Stroot. Bowling Or*«n, OH
(Located Across From Taco Be*)
Rental Office 410-384-22*30
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-9:30 Sat. 8:30-8:00
www johnnewtoverealestate com

WE'VE GOT A PLACE FOR EVERYONE!

Students ©an enroll in the aosu olfnred Insurance plan at
MySGSU/f-ir'g"'.--' "ei-vices/ Student Insurance Requirement.
s

Students can : ~r '.',fjGSU/Flnanclal Services/ Student Insurance
Requirement, to complete the waiver form You will need a copy
^^^^^^^^|
an and insurance identification card.

•s Read aii 'nforrna
•

dent Insurance Requirement webpage.

If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insurance
^^Biru Is for information only Students will still be able to gel then
grades and register for classes.
RawwwnbertogmiiUHTj•»>*>Required student

lunt

mce Process

^^

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

THE BG NEWS

GRADUATION 2007
Illustrations by Martel White

GRADUATION 2007
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Graduates with skills can find jobs
even when major isn't in demand
By Janecn Morgan
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Reporter
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Recognized by its akward exuberance
and bright orange tribal receptacle, which
is often used to carry fruits, nuts and
orientation pamphlets
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In less than a month, graduating
students turn to job agencies, Web
sites and career centers for advice
on how to And a job.
Contrary to (he thought of job
agencies only helping with finding
temporary jobs, they can actually
help students find jobs.
"There seems to be a better
response from students Icoming to
the officel when I post listings on
the Worknet site," said Christine
McKenize, branch manager for the
Supplemental Staffing job agency.
"Many people link job agencies
to temporary jobs, but we also help
people find high-end jobs for people
with that experience."
One important thing for these
students to think about is the areas
of study that are in high demand

"Definitely skilled jobs
are in high demand.
More people are
getting jobs that are
not in their degree
area.
Christine McKenize | Branch Manager
across the country because this will
become important as graduates
chose where in the state they would
like to work.
"Definitely skilled jobs are in
high demand. More people are gelting jobs that are not in theirdegree
area," she said. "At the same time, it
is hard filling positions in jobs like
See MAJOR | Page 4
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Office of th« President

Dear Graduating Students.
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new beginning.
Many

...
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some parting wishes.

you in the years ahead.
Warmest regards

$JU*^Sidney A. Ribeau
President

220 McFall Center
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-001
www bgsu edu
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maintenance because people don'i
have degrees in I hem."
McKeniZG said the agency gels
l lol of people in the communications and psychology area even
hough a lol of people end up not
celling a job in I heir majors.
Although some people are not
muling jobs in (heir majors, some
ire and they are in high demand.
According to article called "What
arc you doing after graduation?"
found on a Web site called lobWeb.
com, employers plan to hire 17.4
percent more college graduates
from the class of 2007 than they did
with the class of 2006.
IobWeb.com is a career development and job-search advice for
new college graduates. They are
owned by the National Association
of Colleges and I-mployers.
Also found on this Web site,
employers across the country in the
fields of service, manufacturingand
government/nonprofit are where
:hey are planning lo hire more new
graduates.
There are many job Web sites
ml there that students can use and
some are actually using them.
"I just look online at the different
sites and attend the job fairs the
areer center offers," said Sharea
\ycrs, graduating senior.
Ayers said she is ready to attend
he next big fair for education majors
.ince she is an education major.
Although getting a job after
graduation is the next common
Itep for most graduates, some
want to extend their education to
mother level.
"Even though I'm attending law
.chool. I look at sites like Monster.
:om, the career center and just get a
ot of recommendations," said Chris
lohnson, graduating senior.

DEGREES IN DEMAND
Bachelor!
■ Accounting
■ Business Administration/
Management
■ Computer Science
■ Electrical Engineering
■ Mechanical Engineering
■ Information Sciences and
Systems
■ Computer Engineering
■ Marketing/Marketing
Management
■ Civil Engineering
■ Economics/ Finance
Matter's

■ MBA

■
■
■
■

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

Doctorate
■ Electrical Engineering
■ Computer Science
■ Computer Engineering
■ Mechanical Engineering
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Practical, thoughtful graduation gifts
By Kritten Schw.itz.r
Reporter

Graduation is slowly approaching,
and like most other celebratory
events, there are presents involved.
When buying a gift for a recent
college graduate there are two
things to consider: Is the graduate
going on to get even more school,
or is he or she going right into the
job world?
Things Remembered is a company that specialized in gifts and
trinkets for all occasions, including graduation gifts. Things
Remembered also personalizes
gifts with engraved inscriptions.

Graduation gifts offered by Things
Remembered for any college grad
include the 2007 graduation throw,
mini album and key chain.
For students going straight into
the job market, gifts under Things
Remembercd's deck accessories
category might be a more appropriate way of saying congratulations.
These gifts include letter openers, business card holders, paperweights and pen-stand clocks.
The University Bookstore also
offers several great ideas for college grads going into the business
world, such as neckties displaying
the BG seal or the falcon mascot.
A diploma frame would also be

great for a college grad to display
their diploma in a new office.
A gift for a college graduate
who is going on to get a higher
degree will need what any other
college student would need:
School supplies.
A cheap and easy-to-put-together gift for the continuing student
would be a basket of school supplies from pencils and notebooks
to a T-shirt with their graduate
school logo.
Another great gift for students
going on to graduate school would
be the BGSU watch from the
See PRESENTS | Page 6

FRESHMANIAFIFTEENO

WHO'S HIRING
(Bachelor's level)
Accounting : public, banking
(commercial), petroleum, utilities
Business Administration/
Management: banking.
transportation services, agriculture
Computer Science: computer
software, development and data,
research organizations
Electrical Engineering; Utilities,
aerospace manufacturers and
petroleum products
Mechanical Engineering:
automotive and mechanical
equipment manufacturers.
Source: http//www.jobwebcom/
joboutlook

No matter where you go.
we will keep in touch.
and you always will be welcome
when you come home again!
-PAULJ. OLSCAMP-

This specimen has unwavering
appetite Though it is a
nocturnal animal, it still manages
to obtain a variety of food, no
matter the time of day.
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Keep an eye out for us NEXT YEAR!
UAO MISSION STATEMENT
The University Activities Organization aims to be
a premier programming board by providing diverse,
entertaining, and quality events that instill pride
and lasting memories in the hearts of BGSU students.

419.372.2486 • www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao
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maintenance because people don'l
liavedegrees in lhem."
McKenizc said Ihe agency gets
i lot oi people iii ihe communialions and psychology area even
hough .1 Inl nl people end up mil

pelting a job in their majors.
Although Mime people are not
finding jobs in their majors, Mime
i re,i ml ihr\ arc in high demand,
According to article (ailed "What
ire you doing after graduation?"
found on a Web site railed lobWeb,
com, employers plan to hire 17.4
percent mure college graduates
from the class of 2007 than they did
.viih the class of 2006.
lobWeb.com is a career develipmenl and job-search advice for
new college graduates. The) are
iwned by the National Association
il (lolleges and Employers.
Also found on this Web site,
unployersai ross the country in the
fields of service, manufacturingand
government/nonprofit are where
hey are planning to hire more new
graduates.
I here are main job Web Mies
mi there that students can use and
<ome are actually using them.
"I jusi loiik (inline ai the different
.lies and attend Ihe job lairs the
areer center offers," said Sharea
Vyers, graduating senior.
Vyers said she is reads '" attend
he next bigfairfor education majors
.inceshe is an education major.
Although getting a jnh aftei
graduation is the next common
itep for most graduates, some
\.ir11 n> extend Iheii education to
mothci level.
"Even ihnugh I'm attending law
,(-IKMII. I look at siies like Monster.
oni. thei area i entei and jusi gel a
oi oi recommendations." said Chris
ohnson. graduating senior.

DEGREES IN DEMAND
Bachelor's
■ Accounting
■ Business Administration/
Management
■ Computer Science
■ Electrical I
■ Mechanical Engineering
■ Information Sciences and
Systems
■ Computer Lncjmeering
■ Marketing/Marketing
Management
■ Civil Engineering
■ Economics/Fin.ir
Master's

■ MBA.
■
■
■
■

[ lectrical Engineering
Computer Science
Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
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Practical, thoughtful graduation gifts
Graduation gifts offered by things
Remembered for any college grad
include lire 21107 gradual ion throw,
mini album and key chain.
For students going straight into
the job market, gills under Things
Remembered's deck accessories
category might be a more appropriate way of saying congratulations.
These gills include letter openers, business card holders, paper
weights and pen-stand clocks.
The University Bookstore also
offers several great ideas for college grads going into the business
world, such as neckties displaying
the BG seal or ihe falcon mascot.
A diploma frame would also be

By Kristen Schweitzer

Graduation is slowly approaching,
and like most other celebratory
events, there arc presents involved.
When buying a gift for a recent
college graduate there are two
things lo consider: Is lire graduate
going oil to gel even more school,
or is he or she going right into the
jol) world?
Things Remembered is a company that specialized in gifis and
trinkets for all occasions, including gradual ioir gills. Things
Remembered also personalizes
gills with engraved inscriptions.

Doctorate
■ I < i trical Engineering

greal for a college grad lo display
their diploma in a new office.
A gift for a college graduate
who is going on lo gel a higher
degree will need wbal any oilier
college student would need:
School supplies.
A cheap and easy-lo-pul-together gift for the continuing student
would be a basket of school sup
plies from pencils and notebooks
lo a T-shirt with their graduate
school logo.
Another great gift for students
going on to graduate school would
be the liCiSU watch from the
See PRESENTS I Page 6
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No matter where you go,
we will keep in touch,
and you always will be welcome
when you come home again!
-PAULJ. 0LSCAMP-
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This specimen has unwavering
appetite. Thouqh it is a
nocturnal animal, it still manages
to obtain a variety of food, no
mailer Ihe time oi day.
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Being prepared for May 5 is as easy as
taking a trip to the Univ. Bookstore
By Chrifly Johnson
Reportei

Break out the caps and gowns;
graduation is just around the
corner.
Hold it, caps and gowns?
If there are graduating seniors
who missed the Grad Hair in
March, they can still find graduation necessities.
Caps, gowns, tassels, tickets,
honors cords and announcements can all he found a) the
University Bookstore and the
conjoining Peregrine Shop.
These two places, and on the
Bookstore's online shop, are the
only places that graduates can
gel their items needed to walk on
graduation day.
Bach of the 2,177 graduates
this spring is given six tick-

ets for graduation, and must
purchase a cap, gown and tassels, which for undergraduates
totals S28.6.ri including tax, said
Amy Davis, lead associate of the
Peregrine Shop.
The Peregrine Shop also
handles orders for graduation
announcements. The general rule
is to allow one week to process the
announcements, but there are
always exceptions, Davis said.
If someone needs announcements faster than a week, they
can try and get them in. They
can also be ordered online and
shipped.
Tickets and honors cords can
be found located in the University
Bookstore. Students should bring
either their BG ID or a license
to obtain their tickets and cords.
Davis said.

CLUBBINALLNIGHTUS

It is never too late to get
all theessentialsfor graduation. The University
Bookstore will even be
open the morning of
graduation, and staff
members will be on
hand for the ceremonies if anything unexpectedly happens — a
broken zipper or tassel
— that needs personalized attention.
As far as the difficulty
of finding out where to
get items for graduation,
senior Michael Burtch
had a suggestion for fellow classmates.
"1 would suggest going
to the grad fair, everything you need is there,"
Burtch said.

Graduation speeches are likely to
lack diversity and bore the crowd
By Laurie Frost
U-WIRE

A very rare creature that has
reportedly been spotted in
ocal Waffle House and Taco
Bell restaurants at 3 a.m. on the
weekends.

PROVO, Utah — Today I was
thinking about my impending
graduation.
If you think this is going
to be a Cheney-Speaking-atCommencement standoff, I'm
sorry to disappoint. I don't care
who speaks at commencement,
and I think I have good reasons.
First, all graduation speeches
are the same. To prove my point,
I've written a mad-lib of a typical graduation speech, which you
graduates-to-be are welcome to fill
out and e-mail back to me:
Speaker To all the graduates of
(college name): (felicitation). After
all your time thinking you'd never
escape from (Course name |number|), you can breathe easily. You've
done (x number) of hours studying (school subject) in (open study
area) of the (Building name). It's
starting to pay back.

ICourtesy laugh from the
audience. |
IGut-busting laughs from the
nerds of (college), to whom this
joke applies.]
Speaker You've accomplished
(accomplishment). You .ill should
be (emotion) of yourselves. As
(dead person) once said," (inspiring
quotation about heights, depths,
and possibly flying)." I think that
applies specifically to the graduates
of (college).
Good luck and happy (verb pertinent to the profession), graduates.
May you (insert bad paraphrase of
former inspiring quotation from
dead person).
Applause.;
If you doubt my prowess on predicting graduation speeches, allow
me to present to you some (largely)
accurate statistics, broken down for
your numerical convenience:
I'm number seven of eight kids.
See SPEECHES | Page 8
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University Bookstore. That way,
they will make it to all their graduate classes on time.
Student Book Exchange also
offers a variety of alumni and
graduation gifts, such as mugs and
clothing.
Short on cash? Get creative. An
easy graduation gift to make for
a friend is a scrapbook or photo
album. It doesn't cost much to print
off some great memories shared
during college. It's also a gift that
will be around forever as a reminder of the college life.
Another fairly inexpensive gift is
a card. It at least shows that while
money may be an issue, congratulations are still in order.

Do you Meed
Orange and Brown?
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Honorary Donations of $50 or more
made to the 2007 Senior Gift Campaign
To Steve & Cathy Chambliss,
Thank you for always being there and supporting me
in everything I do! - Love, David
To Tony Wagener,
Tony, thank you for all you've done for BGSU. Remember us when you're a high paid influential Politian! - Michelle Banks
To Melissa W. Burek, Ph.D.,
Melissa, thank you for everything! Words can not
express what you have done for my past, present, and
future. - J. Michael Vecchio
To Michael Ginsburg,
Michael, thank you for listenins I to me and putting up
with me for the last 5 years! - 2 ric Wagner
To Jared A. Clawson:
Congratulations, I am so proud of you and know you
will excel in your pilot adventures. Not only are you
a great student but you are the best friend and
boyfriend a girl can ask for. You're done with
school!! -Katie Riley

To Angela Little,
Angela, I love you. - Bernard Little
To Tony Wagener,
Congratulations - Gleann Egelman
To Helen and Herb Tucker,
Herb and Helen thank you so much, for supporting me
in all that I do. You mean the world to me and
I love you! Love, Shellie
To Tracy Waters,
Tracie, thank you for giving me the chance to have
the experience I have had at BGSU. You have
provided me with so much, but this was the greatest.
I love BGSU, but most importantly I love you mom!
- Nathanial J. Widenhoft
To Paula Whetsel-Ribeau,
Paula, thank you for truly embodying the orange
and brown spirit of BGSU. You are the queen of
Bowling Green. - Mark W. Pontious

2007 Senior Class Donor Honor Roll
A big thank you to those that have made pledges to the '07 class gift so far!
Aachary Ankron
Alaina Kantner
Michelle Banks
Bernard Little
April Batove
Mark Pontious
Micheal Burtch II
Preston Ramsey
Katrina Caldwell

Warren Straley
David Chambliss
Joy Sulewski
Danielle Champney
Amber VanArtsdalen
Michelle Cooper
J. Michael Vecchio
Candelario Costilla Jr.

Colleen Verbus
Raquel Dalton
Tony Wagener
Leah Domer
Eric Wagner
Glenn Egelman
Juliana Weaver
Cheri Emch

Nathanial Wiedenhoft
Janna Carpenter
Kelly Coley
Ryan Dietrich
Katie Evans
Bob Filipucci
Katie Riley
Tommy Balicky
as of 4-19-07

TO MAKE YOUR PLEDGE CONTACT US AT BIBGftf BGSU.EDU
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Leaving college is cause for celebration
By Kelly Meti
Reporter

From Page 6

"This is just another step. We are graduating

With graduation jusl around the
corner, diplomas and the cap toss
are usually a cause for celebration.
But some seniors believe graduating college is not a big deal, it is just
another step.
Senior lamal Willis is not looking
forward to facing graduation or celebrating such an occasion, in fact he
may not even walk.
"This is just another step," Willis
said. "We are graduating college just
to go to work, Why have a party?'"
Other seniors like BaShaun Smith
are also not planning on celebrating
their graduations.
"I didn't have a high school party,"
he said. "I am not superficial; you
should not have to get awarded for
something you are supposed to do.
When you are in high school, you
are supposed to graduate. When
you are in college, you are supposed
to graduate."
Other seniors are planning "gatherings," which are different from
parties — involving close friends
and family.
Yelena Yershova, senior, is plan-

college just to go to work, 'Why have a party?'"
Jamal Willis I Senior
ninga small family gathering which
will not only bring her family from
all over to Bowling Green, but graduation gifts too.
"In high school, parties were fun
because you could say 'bye' to your
friends," Yershova said. "Family and
friends gave you money for luxury
items, now that there is better ways
to apply money, it makes more sense
to have a party."
Senior Beth Bajor is having a 3in-1 graduation party not only celebrating her accomplishments but
also the accomplishments of her
brothers — one graduating from
medical school and another who is
being confirmed.
Although celebrating is important
to her, Bajor does not know where
she will be after college — whether
it's moving somewhere else or taking a job.
However, planning for life after
college kept Bajor busy enough, let

TO THE

alone planning a big party.
On the other hand, there are some
seniors who plan on going all out to
celebrate their accomplishments.
lennifer Berman does not consider her party a "graduation party"
but a goodbye party. She plans on
moving from Bowling Green but
many of her friends are not graduating. This party will be used as
a final farewell to the memories
and friendships she has had at the
University.
"I am the first girl in my family to
graduate with a four year degree,"
Berman said. "I think it is important to celebrate with friends and
family."
Berman is also planning a trip
to Cabo and San Lucas in the
Caribbean with her mother.
"It is a big deal." she said. "If you
can make it out, with a degree, it
See PARTY | Page 18
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All eight of us graduated from
high school, so that's eight high
school graduations, plus a handful
of grade school "promotions."
All six of my older siblings have
graduated college, so that makes
another sixgraduationceremonies,
multiplied by two (commencement
and convocation), which totals 12
college graduations.
Of those six siblings, five went
on to grad school, which meant
another two ceremonies apiece.
That makes 10 advanced college
graduation ceremonies.
To top things off, my mom went
back to law school when I started
Brigham Young University, so I
attended her law school graduation ceremonies. That makes
two more.
This makes 32 total graduation ceremonies (give or take)
I've attended, all of which lasted approximately 100 years at a
stretch.
However, I acknowledge that not
all graduations are so formulaic.
Take my eighth grade promotion,
for example. I sat nervously in
my chair, all dolled up in a little

blue dress my mom made me and
wearing these snazzy patent leather shoes, greased with Vaseline
for the occasion. I watched all my
friends — last names A through F
— heel-toe it across the stage with
an expression akin to nausea when
they suddenly called my name.
"Laurie. layne. Frost." they said,
and looked expectantly at me as 1
climbed the stage.
I shook hands with my principal,
accepted my diploma and—to this
day I don't know what possessed
me — busted out a Frost Brothers
Original dance move, called "The
Skywalker." The Skywalker ends in
a pose reminiscent of the illustration on the original "Star Wars: A
New Hope" movie poster, the one
where an unnaturally burly Mark
Hamill is holding his light saber
like a lightening rod.
The crowd went crazy. I skipped
beamingly off the stage to sit with
my family. My tight-lipped mom
didn't speak to me for a good hour
and my brothers mocked me for
the next couple of weeks.
It was the best graduation ever.
Good luck, all you graduates
from (college). I wish you (vanilla
description of possible future happinesses).

We would like to say

graphy

THANK
YOU
to those graduates

2007Spring Graduates

who have rented from us
while making their home here in BG.
Joshua Antoncllo
Jeremy Avers
Eric Broughton
Daniel Clevenger
Adam Hook
Craig Seagraves
Carl Snyder

Good Luck to all in your future endeavors.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

Hours.
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1 pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Congratulations!
Irom your proud

Geography Professors

LEASES STILL AVAILABLE FOR FALL ,

Stop in before you go home for the summer!

.
*

J
i
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SAVE THE ENTIRE MONTH OF MAY
20-70% OFF SELECT MERCHANDISE
Diploma frames
Graduation announcements
Alumni hoodies, sweatshirts, and T-shirts
Alumni mugs, glasses, and cups
BGSU party plates, cups and nakpins
BGSU car decals, banners, flags and magnets
BGSU sporting accessories and gear
BGSU hats and caps
Vast assortment of other BGSU Merchandise

TAKE A LITTLE OF BGSU HOME
NOW ACCEPTING BGl CARD

BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!

0 E. Wooster, BG
419-353-7732
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Non-traditional students have own journey

"I'm not meant to be a college
graduate."
I said those words to so many
people I think I've lost count, but
soon I'll be proven to be a liar.
Within a lew short weeks, graduation will become the center of
attention at the University and students will either begin their lives
as non-students or they'll embrace
the idea of graduate school and stay
students for a few more years.
There are a special group of
students, however, who fall into
a different category, and I'm one
of them.
I am a non-traditional student
who will, if I can pull it together to
get my assignments in, be graduating on May 5,2007. My expectations
of life after college differ from those
of my younger colleagues.
While younger students have
oniv known the life of a student, I

have had years where I lived in the
'real world.'
While the most important guests
for most graduates will be their
parents, mine will be my husband
and two children.
I chose to start my personal life
first and then work on the academic accomplishments, but that isn't
the only reason students are older
when they graduate.
Neil Beery, a liberal studies major,
will graduate next May. He is 28
years old and has his own reasons
why college needed to wait after
high school.
"I wasn't prepared. I was kind of
scatterbrained after high school,"
Beery said.
To be honest, college right after
high school isn't a great idea for
everyone. I tried to go to college
right away and my grades were horrible. I was too excited about the
parties and the drinking to actually
show up to class.
There are times I still miss class,
but now the reasons are different
and a bit more pressing.
I missed a couple of days last
week due to my son's ear infec-

Congratulations Grads
Check Out Our Selection of BGSL Merchandise!
BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
T-Shirts • Sweatshirts • Cotfee Mugs • Jewelry
Baby T • Baseball T

tion. And last semester I missed
two weeks straight.
My reason? I gave birth.
Of course once an older student
begins college, we have to survive it.
It s not easy when everyone arou nd
us is dealing with a different type of
life than we are.
"All of these kids are really driven. They all kind of know what they
want to do. I just want to be free to
move on to the next part of my life."
Beery said.
I'd have to agree. I watch people around me looking forward to
big careers and focusing on all of
the opportunities being offered to
them after graduation.
I can't do that because leaving
home means uprooting my husband from his college pursuits and
my 8-year-old daughter, Marlie,
from her school and her friends.
However, that doesn't mean I'm
doomed to stay in one place forever. Non-traditional students have
dreams, too, even if it involves paying the bills.
"I don't really care what job I get,
just as long as it's paying enough
for me to get by. I'd like it to be
fulfilling, but it isn't necessary,"
Beery said.
This is where Beery and I split
off on our experiences at BGSU.
On May 5, I will be a 30-year-old
college graduate and the last thing
I plan to do is settle. Of all people,
I should be the last to be satisfied
with just getting by.
I took care of my daughter, sur-

WWW.BGNEWS.COMl

GREEKORUSHARIAN

Characterized by its lewd
behavior and willingness
to do anything once, this
creature enacts rituals in
order to gain acceptance
from its tribe members.

We are linked to this institution by invisible bonds
that do not wither or dissolve.
- RALPH W. MCDONALD -

See NON-TRAD | Page 17

"All BGSU Merchandise in Stock
50% Off"
Breakfast. Lunch & Dinner All Day!

Graduates &. Family
l ti|( >v out Family Restaurant before
Graduation Day
May 5th
'Serves Steak. Chicken S. Pasla'
Falrvlew Plaza
1039 Haskins Rd
(Rl. 64 &. Poe Rd )
Bowling Green. OH
419.354.9433

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-'l hurs. I (Ml • Kri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

14191 354-6686-Aardvarkspe.com
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We Appreciate Your Committment and Wish You
Good Luck in the Future!

Holly Abrams
Sarah Bolster
Tiffany Gorby

Chelci Howard
Sonya Ives
Jane King

Molly McCabe
Chandra Niklewski
Brandon Noble

Ann Poulton
Rachel Shirk
Marcus Simpson

Congratulations also to Wes Lewis, Graduate Student

Laren Weber
Tara Malernee
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CONGRATULATIONS!

Jeanine C. Baca

Jon Berrien

Ashley Suzanne Bigler

Major: Broadcast Journalism | LaHabra.CA

Major: Telecommunications | London, OH

Major: Dietetics | Canton, OH

Jeanine,
Jon,
You are a perfect example,
with hard work and dedication

You did it!

that dreams do come true.
We are extremely proud.

So proud of you.
Love and kisses

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jackie,
Anthony, Alex

Love,
Nannie

Ashley,
I am very proud of you.
You have been diligent
and overcome much
to achieve your goals.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom

Michael Burtch II

Joseph J. Carol

David Chambliss

Major: Sports Management Marketing | Houston, TX

Major: Communications | Walton Hills, OH

Major: Communications | Fairborn, OH

Dave,
Congratulations on your
college degree. Good luck
at Grad School. We are so
proud of you and love you
Michael,
To our favorite
football manager
and orange-wig Anderson Animal.
Congratulations, Falcon! We are very proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad

am so proud of you!
I wish you a life of
happiness and continued
success. Never forget I
will always love you...
Mom

very much.
xo,
Mom & Dad
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Brandy Danielle Churney

Erin L.Collins

Leah Domer

Major: Psychology ! Euclid, OH

Major: Microbiology | Port Huron, Ml

Major: Education | Maple Hts, OH
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You did it! You proved it. You can have your cake
and eat it too. Congratulations.

Brandy,

Love,
Dad & Mom

Congratulations! We are
so proud of you! Love
always and forever,

Congratulations!
We are very, very
proud of you!

Mom, Raymond and
Nicholas

w

Love,
Mom, Erin,

W'- - 4

Venus & Milo

Danielle Dulack

Paul D. Eckert

Angela Rose Ferrato

Major: Interior design | Clinton, NJ

Major: Music | Fremont, OH

Major: AMPD | Mason, OH
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Danielle,
-Congratulations- 1st in the family!
Love - Mom, Aunt Sue, Grammy, Darrell,
Uncle Jim, Aunt Marie, Jennifer & Christine
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Congratulations from
your friends and me!
We are very proud
of you.

H
^^

Love,
Dad
Success and best wishes,
whatever road you travel.
Love, Mom & Dad

^

Ashley Alice Finke

Cortnie Rose Fogo

Major: Environmental Policy] Loveland, OH

Major: Arts & Sciences | Neapolis, OH

Lindsey Marie Fratus
Major: HDFS

Cortnie Rose,
With the smile that lights up
life and projects confidence.
We have always been proud.
YOU'RE AWESOME!

Ashley,
Time to celebrate!
Congratulations. We are very proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Emily & Adam

Love,
Mom & Dad

Dear Lindsey,
We are so proud
of who you have become
and all that you have achieved
We love you,
Mom, Dad & Julie

North Olmsted, OH

GRADUATION 2007
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CONGRATULATIONS
Miranda Rose Fritts

Ashley Samantha Harlett

Amy Hatfield

Major: Education | Toledo, OH

Major: Communications | St. Marys, OH

Major: Marketing | Plain City, OH
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Miranda,
Congratulations!

Ashley,

We are very proud of
who you are and what
you have achieved.

You did it!
We are proud of
your achievement.
God bless you &
know you are loved.

Love,
Dad & Mom

Congratulations You make our family
proud every day.
Love,
Pa

Mom, Greg, Ethan,
Dad & Joshua

Richard Thomas Hausman

Ryan Henderson

Sonya Michelle Ives

Major: Chemistry | Gibsonburg, OH

Major: Physics | Canton, OH

Major: Graphic Design | North Canton, OH

Ricky,
What an accomplishment
you have achieved. We are
all extremely proud of you.
Best of luck in grad school.

Dear Ryan,

Love,
Your whole family

many accomplishments.
Wishing you continued
success at Cornell. (Glad we
found you in Barcelona!)

What a bright &
beautiful bowl of love!
You are the joy of our life
May God bless all your
life's adventures!

Congratulations on your
Love,
Mom & Dad

With pride & love always.
Mom and Dad

Melissa Marie Katuscak

Jane Ellyn King

Kenneth M. Kozlosky

Major: AMPD Minor: Marketing | Parma, OH

Major:Journalism | N.Baltimore,OH

Major: Communication Disorders | Mentor, OH
Dear Ken,

Congratulations!
We are so proud of you!
Hope you have a
wonderful journey
through life.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Baby Girl!!
We are so proud of all you have
achieved and of the fine young
woman you've become!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations! We are so proud of you and wish
you all the best. Happy 21st Birthday today.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Lisa

GRADUATION 2007
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GRADUATES
Brian E. Kurcsak

Carly Elizabeth Mitchell

Jennifer Mosack

Major: Criminal Justice | Macedonia, OH

Major: Social Work | West Chester, OH

Major: Interpersonal Communications | Gahanna.OH

E
***

Congratulations on
your achievements and
graduation. We are very
proud of you and love
you very much! Wishing
you happiness and love!

Congratulations!
You kept up with all
the hard work Snow it
will pay off. We are so
proud of you.

Mom & Dad
Congratulations Jenny!

Love you.
Mom, Dad,
Jason & Lisa

We love you and are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Rick, Jason, Grandma & Grandpa

Erica Powers

Bethann Marie Pradelski

Amber Reams

Major: Sociology & History | Brunswick, OH

Major: Biology | South Holland, IL

Major: Psychology | Lima, OH

Erica,
Congratulations on your amazing accomplishments! I'm proud
of the beautiful, intelligent, and compassionate woman you

I §-**-+!*
Bethann,

are. Wishing you success and happiness always.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Love,
Mom

We are very proud of you
and your achievements.

Amber~
We love you! We are so
proud of you! You have
done a terrific job.

Good luck always love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom, Jeremy, Liz,
Chelsey, Ty, Karlee
& Kevin

Adam Theron-Lee Rensch

Brittany Sarley

Jessica Lynn Schmidt

Major: 2 Dimensional Studies | Findlay, OH

Major: Apparel Design | Willowick, OH

Major: Philosophy | Acworth, GA

Adam,
When God made you, he
broke the mold. You hold
a special place in this
world & a special place
in our hearts...& that
makes you irreplaceable!
Congratulations on
MagnaCumLaude!
We love you,
Mom, Tasha & Joshua

Brittany,
Congratulations! We are very
proud of you. Good luck after
graduation, we are with you
all the way.
We love you,
Mom & Grandma

To our baby girl,
Congratulations! You did it.
We are very proud of you and
love you very much.
Love,
Mom and Dad
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CONGRATULATIONS
Rachel L. Shirk

Cheryl Lynn Sommers

Nicole Michelle Standback

Major:Journalism | S.Euclid,OH

Major: Psychology | Toledo, OH

Major: Business | Battle Creek, Ml

Cheryl Lynn,
Congratulations! We wish
you continued success with
your future endeavors. We
know you'll do great! Keep
your chin high and remember
we're there for you.

Rachel,
We are very proud
of you! Go out and
achieve what you want!

Nikki,
Way to go!
We love you & are so
proud of what you
have achieved. God bless
you in future endeavors.

Love,
Love,
Mom, Dad,
and family

Mom, Christine, Larry, Don,
Jodi, Chris, Bridget, Gary,
Lauryn &)oey

Love,
Mom & Dad

Megan Tarsha

Andrew Tharp

Jennifer Marie Thompson

Major: Business | Toledo, OH

Major: Criminal Justice | Toledo, OH

Major: Hospitality Mgmt. [ Solon, OH

Jenny,
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you!
"Delight yourself in the Lord
and He will give you the
desires of your heart."
Psalm 37:4

You've worked hard &
achieved so much by
believing in yourself. You're
very special to us, we are so
proud of you.

Megan,
You made it and we're so proud! We wish you
the best in all that you do. Congratulations.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Love,

Love,
Mom & Dad

Mom, Dad, Kan & John

Allison Toman

Mary E. Twohig

Major: Film | Amherst, OH

Major: Digital Arts | Middletown, OH

Iman Ola Warren
Major: Sports Management

Twinsburg, OH

Iman,
Congratulations! We are very proud of you and your
achievements. "I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me." Philippians

Allie,
Everyone who's ever loved
you is smiling down today
with immeasurable pride at
the person you've become.
Now touch the bluebird
and On With The Show!
Congratulations.

1 J m

Mom & Dad & John

x

Love, Mom, Dad, & Bro

Mary,
Congratulations! We are very proud of your wonderful
achievements and the great person you are!
Love, Mom Dad & Patrick
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Medical organization offers
real-world experience for students
By Trevor Davis
U-WIRE

EUGENE, Ore. — Chris Sauer
asked an audience of about 30
University of Oregon community members what they saw
in a picture that displayed the
inside of an Angola hospital during a presentation in 123 Pacific
Wednesday night.
Although one audience member
said he saw hospital beds, Sauer,
a fire chief near Lake Tahoe in
California, said he sees something
different.
"When 1 see it, I see all the nonmedical things," he said.
The Doctors Without Borders
volunteer told the audience about
work that goes on behind the
scenes in a hospital: constructing
a building, establishing electricity
and purifying water.
Sauer is giving presentations
across the West Coast in an effort
to recruit new volunteers, including non-medical staff, and raise
awareness about the nonprofit
group Doctors Without Borders,
an international medical organization that provides emergency
aid to people affected by armed
conflicts, epidemics and natural
and manmade disasters. French

journalists and doctors started the
nonprofit in 1971 after a famine in
Nigeria, and it now serves about
70 different countries with nearly
4,000 volunteers.
Although the organization
typically requires volunteers to
have some professional experience, students may want to consider working with the organization after graduation and gaining
some real-world experience. The
organization offers opportunities
in fields that include finance and
construction. Workers are called
volunteers, but they are paid with
a $1,200 stipend each month, and
all expenses are paid. The stipend
is supposed to help pay for expenses at home so volunteers don't go
into debt while away.
Sauer talked about his experience as a non-medical staff member with Doctors Without Borders,
where he has held a number of
positions since 1997, including a
logistician and human resource
coordinator.
"We have a lot of non-medical people working in the background," he said, adding that onethird of those in the organization
aren't doctors or nurses.
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High GPA doesn't always guarantee a job *
By Bathany Poll.i
U-WIRE

WACO, Texas — The stress is palpable. The tension could be cut
with a No. 2 pencil. It's that time of
year again: The weeks leading up
to finals packed with term papers,
tests and projects.
Most students are trying to
secure the grades they want, but
grade point average may not be as
important in the long run as some

NON-TRAD
From Page 10
vived a miscarriage, got through
a pregnancy, gave birth and dealt
with sleepless nights thanks to sick
kids all during college. I don't think
many graduates will be able to say
that this year.
According to the Adult Learner
Services, nearly 1,200 undergraduate students are over 25 years
old. There are so many of us, but
I think we blend in nicely. But
then there are people like me who
make it a point to tell everyone
our age and offer advice to anyone
who will listen.
I .hope the stories of non-traditional students will serve as inspi-

students think.
A 2005 job outlook survey performed by the National Association
of Colleges and Employers found
that 70 percent of hiring managers
said they screen applicants based
on their grade point average. As part
of the survey, the association gave
the participating employers a list of
skills and qualities and had them
rate these qualities on a scale of one
to five. One meant it was the least
important to employers and five

meant it was the most important.
"They rated GPA of a 3.0 or better at a 3.6, meaning it is between
somewhat important and fairly
important," said Andrea Koncz,
employment information manager
for the association.
Fifty-eight percent of the employers use 3.0 as the cut-off. meaning
that the employer would not call
the applicant in for an interview if •

ration to those who feel they can't
handle the pressures of 'real life.'
You do what you have to do. Yes,
it seems daunting to go back to
school at an older age, but two years
ago I made the decision to turn my
associate degree into a bachelor's
degree by applying to BG.
How did I reach my choice?
I told myself I could graduate in
May of 2007. Yes, it seemed a far
way off, but it was going to happen
whether 1 went to school or not. I
had the choice of working a minimum-wage job by then or walking
across a stage in a cap and gown.
Remember, whatever choices
you make for yourself, don't let the
idea of time slow you down. Time
will pass, with or without your best
efforts. Make it count.

Another perk of non-traditional
students is the ability to work and
study with some amazing younger
people.
Beery refers to them as "kids"
and sometimes I agree. 1 don't see
them as equals all the time and I
don't think they expect me to, but 1
am proud to know them and eager
to see what they're going to do with
the rest of their lives.

See GRADES | Page 21

Being a non-traditional graduate
doesn't keep you out of the loop
unless you let it.

Happy graduation to all of the
old folks like myself who worked for
something better. I hope you never
stop reaching for more and 1 hope
our traditional counterparts learn
as much from us as we learned
from them.

See VOLUNTEER I Paqe 18

New Frontiers

HOURS
MTWF 10 00-5:30
Sot 10:00-3:00
Thurs 10:00-6:00

Have Fun...it's what we're all about!!!
125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-7379
newfrontiers2006@yahoo.com
Tues-Thursday 10am - 8pm
Friday-Saturday 10am 11pm • Sunday 12am - 6pm
Monday Closed
Whether you're Interested in tabletop wargames,
collectible card games, role-playing games, or learning how to paint and hobby terrain and toy soldiers,
we are the place to see. Located in the historic downtown district of Bowling Green, we are easy to find just
off the intersections of Wooster and Main St. We offer a fun, safe and responsible environment for our
customers of all ages.
Some of the great product lines we carry:
Games Workshop. Magic the Gathering, Dungeons &
Dragons, Vallejo Game Color, Galeforce Nino gaming
aids. White Wolf Publishing, UltraPro, Upper Deck Entertainment, and many other great lines
and games...check us out!!!

The Perfect
{^/'

D

• Money clips, Key rings,
personalized BGSU pieces

KLEVERS JEWELRY
1039 Haskins RD. Bowling Green 419-353-6691
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VOLUNTEER
From Page 17

Sauer started as a volunteer in the
organization's New York City offices
after he read about group members
aid i ng t hose affected by a 1996 flood
in China.
"I read that and thought, this is
exactly what I wanted to do," Sauer
said. "I wanted a challenge, to help
other people." He added he wanted

to see the world because he considers himself a "global citizen."
Before Sauer volunteered with
Doctors Without Borders, he worked
as a mechanic, construction worker,
hotel manager and firefighter.
"When I'd respond to 911 calls,
it wasn't always an emergency," he
said. "The cat would come down
eventually."
Doctors Without Borders workers will usually establish a primary
health care center and provide hos-

pital care, mental heath care and
nutrition care in whatever country
they're serving.
In a typical week, Sauer said volunteers usually work 10-hour days
and have one day off.
"Most people sleep till noon that
day," he said.
Volunteers can become a logistician for a minimum of six months,
and they must have two years of professional experience. Logisticians
will work on a variety of projects,

GRADUATE
FROM TRASH
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including construction, transportation, water sanitation and security.
"You never know what job you're
going to get," Sauer said.
In Sudan, gunfire, shelling and
helicopters passing over the base
were common, Sauer recalled. One
day, when a female staff member
was showering, she didn't think
anything of helicopter noise, but the
helicopter started hovering above
the shower to watch the woman.
"The logistician's job was to

immediately put a roof over the
shower and talk to the military commander," he said.
Volunteers can also work in the
finance or administration field
with a one-year commitment and
must have accounting experience.
The conditions are not as harsh as
a logistician's, and administrators
usually work in an office.
Sauer said the finance positions
are important because only hard
currency is used.

PARTY

luelich will be graduating again
in May, with a college administration degree, and will not be celebrating with friends or family, but
understands why some might.
"Parties are more like a high
school thing," she said. "But college graduation is a big deal and it
should be celebrated."

From Page 8

gives a reason to do something big."
Graduate student Beth luelich
remembers her days as an undergrad and having only a small gathering with family.

SENIORITISBURNEDOUTUS

A severe lack of enthusiasm,
forced this specimen to evolve.

RECYCLE!
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Real world troubles will harshly greet soon to be graduates head on

With only 9 days until graduation,
I think it's time for the partying to
commence. While some of us slacker seniors have to wait until Aug. 4 to
celebrate, giving us time to complete
such riveting general education
courses as "Race, Representation
and Culture'' and "History of Early
America," it's still a huge turning
point in many lives.

Yes, this is when that 'reality'
thing we've been hearing about for
21 years will finally hit us. You know
what I'm talking about — in junior
high we kept being told we were
being prepared for high school, in
high school we were being prepared
for college and in college we were
being prepared for the real world.
Well the endless cycle of preparation has Finally ended, and the
moment we step out into the glaring
sunlight (enhanced by the blizzard
we will most likely see on graduation dayl, the real world will be
there, waiting. Waiting to snatch
us up, tear us limb from limb and

laugh maniacally as we lay twitching; crushed under the weight of
debt, 40-hour work weeks, and
our inability to function without
an adviser signing off on all of our
major decisions.
Yes, a precious few of you who
have already secured jobs and
apartments may have some advantage over the rest of us.
At the very least you should enjoy
every single day of the six-month
grace period you're allotted before
the student loan bills start coming.
But don't worry about that monster
too much. After all, what's 19 or
20 years of debt collection in the

grand scheme of life?
But I'm not trying to scare you;
I'm trying to reassure you. Since
the University has done so much to
simulate real life for us, how could
anyone be inadequately prepared?
We should all know how to
cook by now, thanks to the one
kitchen per every 700 students.
Not to mention the wide variety
of cooking paraphernalia offered,
like spatulas, pots, pans and the
occasional whisk.
And paying ail of our bills, including food and books, all in one conveniently located office? That totally
happens in real life. It's called the

Bursar's office of the United States.
You can pick up your personal identification/credit/debit/meal plan
card there.
But the University has helped to
prepare us in more ways than just
basic cooking and money management skills. Yes, they've also provided those of us who live on campus with Resident Advisers. There to
ensure your transition into college is
going well, the RA will listen to your
problems, confront noisy neighbors
and help you find the resources you
need to have a happy college life.
See REAL WORLD Page 21
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Family & Friends:
Hurry in to pick up flowers
and gifts for your graduate.
Graduates:
Good luck & Congratulations
131 West Gypsy Lan
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The Department of Management Faculty
and Staff wish Congratulations to our
students graduating with a BSBA
(:JII/MI/
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Jennifer Allan
Adam (loehran

Scan DeWitte
Brandon Englehaupl
Joseph Federle
Nicholas Gardner
Mike Hanzel
Shawn Heimann
Kyle Kleman
Matthew Lefeld
Derek Lower)'
Christopher Malone
Alison Mann
Jeff Matheny
Charles Mallhes
Andrew Miller
Jake Mover
Blake Petzoldl
Nicholas Salvatore
Chad Schulze
Adam Sin tier
Larry Witherspoon
Christopher Your
Martin Zachrich
■ /n/cnifi/icii(i/ ■'VJII-JI:iir-ri
Alfonso Alegria
Candice Chorzelewski
Amy Cole
Jonathan Jakubow ski
Bryan Kessler
Robert Lee
Aaron LeYine
Stephanie Pavuk
Amy Quirk
Olivia Riehman
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Three senior students chosen to
speak at the graduation ceremony
By Semira Chowdhury

Speakers arc chosen for graduation
when ihey arc nominated by a faculty member of the specific college
they are attending. Then the nomination is sent to the dean of the colChanel
lege to be looked at and then there
Griffith
are a series of interviews conducted
will focus on
and the person is chosen.
potential during
The speakers have five minutes to
her speech
give their speeches, and the speakers are requested to speak about
their experiences at the University.
Matt
The three student graduation
Lefeld
speakers that are chosen for this
will speak about
year are Janna Carpenter, Chanel
the impact of cerGriffith and Matt Lefeld.
tain experiences
I.inn.i Carpenter is a Visual
Communication technology major
with an emphasis in print. She also people. She also loves to cheer on
has a cumulative GPA of a 4.0.
the Falcons and do community serHer speech is putting emphasis vice and plan events. She also enjoys
on the University's phrase "BIG" driving her Honda Civic, doing
and "Dream Bid."'
graphic design, running printing
She was born and raised in process and screen printing and she
Bowling Green and went to also loves to eat on campus.
Eastwood High School. Her parCarpenter also did the National
ents are BGSU alumni and she has Student Exchange at Ferris State,
had the University in her blood and alter graduating she would
ever since.
like to obtain another bachelor's
Carpenter has been involved wit h degree in printing management
various activities throughout her there and eventually work for a
years at BGSU. She is involved in printing company.
the Presidents Leadership Academy.
Another person who is speaking
Alumni Laureate Scholars, Student at graduation is Chanel Griffith, who
Alumni Association, Student was chosen by Matt Web of Health
Alumni Connection, Technology and I luman Services because she is
Ambassadors,
University one of the University's top students.
Ambassadors, Mortar Board, Alpha "
Griffith is from the Queens area
Lambda Delta, Golden Key, Peer of New York City and she came to
Facilitator for BG experience. Peer BGSU because of a scholarship she
Facilitator for University lOOand she received.
is a dancer for the BG Black Swamp
She is a criminal justice major
Players Theater.
and in the fall is attending George
Some other non-campus interests Washington law School in

£

arethatsheloves lap dancing maleing new friends and meeting new

Sec SPEAKERS | Pane 21
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Congratulations

Mieasha Hicks

• //ii/iiiiii ■'/(ftk'iiree ■ ^ffaiiaaeiiieiit
Tyler Cameron
Stephanie George
Pamela West

Janna
Carpender
wants graduates
to remember to
"Dream BIG"

Reporter

lr f'A

Good luck
from the Office of
Marketing and Communications
-WE WILL MISS YOUI-

^\
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SPEAKERS

From Page 19

From Page 20

They have (hese amazing people
in the real world too, they're called
landlords. You can go and knock on
your landlord's door and tell him
your troubles, and I'm sure he'll be
able to help.
Yes, there's so much to look forward to: paying for your heat, air
conditioning and water (What?!
Water's not free?), the end of free
student checking, the end of fall,
winter and spring breaks, a 100 percent attendance policy, having to
get your own health insurance and
the redefinition of "acceptable public attire" to not include flip flops
and pajama pants.
So at some point during our frenzied celebration, we must remember to thank our alma mater for
providing us such a complete preparation for the "real world," that it
leaves many of us wondering why
so many college students decide to
stay and attempt their master's and
doctoral degrees.

Washington, D.C.
Griffith is the President of the
Black Student Union, and she is in
the sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha.
She was also a peer facilitator
for two years, and she is on the
Academic I lonesty Committee.
She also works at the call center
and held an internship last summer in D.C. with the Congressional
Black Caucus and worked with
a congressman from her district
in D.C.
Griffith said the inspiration for
her speech is everyone's ability to
succeed.
"We have the same potential to
succeed and we can all achieve
greatness," she said.
She also said, "Graduation is
the beginning of the rest of your
life. It's a stepping stone for your
future."
One of the points Griffith said
she is including in her speech is
that everything does not happen

by chance.
"Everything
happens for
a reason and we are all meant
to be where we are at this exact
moment," she said.
The last speaker who will be
speaking on graduation is Matt
Lefeld. He was chosen because
of an award he received called
the Karl E. Vogt Award, which is
given to an outstanding senior in
Business Administration.
The recipient is chosen on the
basis of scholarship and participation, leadership and involved in
campus and community activities.
Lefeld is a supply chain management major from Coldwater,
Ohio.
He played basketball for BGSU
for four years and interned at
Owens Corning, which is where
he will work after he graduates.
Some organizations he participated in are Institute Supply
Management, where he was president for a semester, and he also
worked on the campus golf course
for three summers.
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He helped run a basketball
camp called Junior Falcons and
other basketball camps as well.
Lefeld won various awards,
such as the lean Richter Award,
which is given to six students
nationwide that major in supply
chain management. He was also
named Academic All American
and was picked out of 3,400 basketball players.
Lefeld was also nominated last
year for Student Male Athlete of
the Year and Academic All Mac
two years in a row.
His speech is about his experiences that made him a stronger person and he is also going to
make it personable and relate it to
basketball. He also said BGSU is
a great place for personal growth
and everyone is open and willing
to help students succeed.
A point Lefeld will be making is
how awards and accomplishment
helped him write his speech.
"It's a great capstone for other
awards and accomplishment at
BGSU," Lefeld said.

The Student Health Service
and Wellness Connection
would like to congratulate our graduates
Denise Dahlinghaus

Aaron Marsh

Sasha Donelson

Julia Metcalf

Jessica Grafton

Lisa Petty

Jenn Herold

Matt Ruhlin

Jess Helmke

Heidi Schoeppner

Lauren Hogan

Gabe Seihert

Megs Johnson

Tony Wagener

Michelle Kaltenbach

Brandi Williams

Kristie Lindau

Good luck in the future!

GRADES
From Page 17
the GPA was lower than that.

When asked what was most
important when looking at two
equal candidates for a job, participants responded that the
applicant's major was most
important, followed by leadership positions they had held and
then GPA. Extracurricular activities and volunteer work were
placed below GPA.
Koncz said 267 employers
responded to this survey from a
variety of fields nationwide.
So why do students want
good grades and how necessary
are they in that post-graduation
job hunt?
A lot of students work hard to
keep their grades up. Most say
they keep up with their work and
prepare, at least a little, for tests.
"Istudysome,"Baylorl)niversity
freshman Tyler Talbert said. "And 1
do all my assignments. It's important to at least gel decent grades."
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The Department of Management Faculty
and Staff* wish Congratulations to our
students graduating with a BSBA
VJ/MMI/

>
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Jennifer Allan
Adam Cochran
Scan DeWitte
Brandon Englehaupl
Joseph Federle
Nicholas Gardner
MikcHanzel
Kvle Kleman

Matthew Lefeld
Derek Lovven-

Christopher Malone
Alison Mann

Jeff Matheny
Charles Malthes
Andrew Miller

Jake Mover
Blake Petzoldl
Nicholas Salvatore
Chad Schul/.e

Adam Snyder
Larry VVitherspoon
Christopher 'iimr
Martin Zachrich
• //l/tlll'l/itll'l/ ■'/)ll->illC-r>

Alfonso Alegria
Candice Chorzelewski
Amy Cole
Jonathan Jakttbowski
Bryan Kessler
Robert Lee

Aaron LeYinc
Stephanie Pavuk
Amy Quirk
Olivia Richman
//iiiHfi/i ■''Af*it-ftrcr ■ Sl/fUirit/riiir/i/

Tyler Cameron
Stephanie George
Pamela West
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Three senior students chosen to
speak at the graduation ceremony
By Semira Chowdhury
Reporter

Speakers are chosen tor graduation
when they are nominated by a faculty member of the .specific college
they are attending. Then (he nomination is sent to tlie dean of the college to be looked at and then there
are a scries of interviews conducted
and t he person is chosen.
The speakers have live minutes to
give their speeches, and the speakers are requested to speak about
their experiences at the University.
The three student graduation
speakers that are chosen for this
year are lanna Carpenter. Chanel
Griffith and Matt Lefeld.
lanna Carpenter is a Visual
Communication Technology major
with an emphasis in print. She also
hasa cumulative GPA of a 4.0.
Her speech is putting emphasis
on the University's phrase "BIG"
and "Dream BIG."
She was born and raised in
Bowling Green and went to
Hast wood High School. Her parents are BGSII alumni and she has
had the University in her blood
ever since.
Carpenter has been involved with
various activities throughout her
years at BGSU. She is involved in
the Presidents Leadership Academy,
Alumni laureate Scholars, Student
Alumni Association,
Student
Alumni Connection, Technology
Ambassadors,
University
Ambassadors, Mortar Board, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Golden Key, Peer
Facilitator for BG experience. Peer
I acilitator for University 100 and she
is a dancer for the BG Black Swamp
Players Theater.
Some other non-campus interests
are l hat she loves tap dancing, making new friends and meeting new

H

Janna
Carpender
wants graduates
to temember to
"Dream BIG"

Chanel
Griffith
will focus on
potential during
her speech

£

Matt
Lefeld
will speak about
the impact of certain experiences

people. She also loves to cheer on
the I'alcons and do community service and plan events. She also enjoys
driving her Honda Civic, doing
graphic design, running printing
process and screen printing and she
also loves to eat on campus.
Carpenter also did the National
Student Lxchange at l-'erris State,
and alter graduating she would
like to obtain another bachelor's
degree in printing management
there and eventually work for a
printing company.
Another person who is speaking
at graduation is (Tianel Griffith, who
was chosen by Matt Web of Health
and I luin,i 11 Services because she is
one of the University's lop students.
Griffith is from the Queens area
of New York City and she came to
BGSU because of a scholarship she
received.
She is a criminal justice major
and in the fall is attending George
Washington
law
School
in
So, SPEAKERS I Page 21

Congratulations

Mieasha Hicks
Good luck
from the Office of
Marketing and Communications
-WE WILL MISS YOUI-
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REAL WORLD

SPEAKERS

From Page 19

From Page 20

They have these amazing people
in the real world too, they're called
landlords. You can go and knock on
your landlord's door and tell him
your (roubles, and I'm sure he'll be
able to help.
Yes, there's so much to look forward to: paying for your heat, air
conditioning and water (What?!
Water's not free?), the end of free
student checking, the end of fall,
winter and spring breaks, a 100 percent attendance policy, having to
get your own health insurance and
the redefinition of "acceptable public attire" to not include flip flops
and pajama pants.
So at some point during our frenzied celebration, we must remember to thank our alma mater for
providing us such a complete preparation for the "real world," that it
leaves many of us wondering why
so many college students decide to
stay and attempt their master's and
doctoral degrees.

Washington, D.C.
Griffith is the President of the
Black Student Union, and she is in
the sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha.
She was also a peer facilitator
for two years, and she is on the
Academic Honesty Committee.
She also works at the call center
and held an internship last summer in D.C. with the Congressional
Black Caucus and worked with
a congressman from her district
in D.C.
Griffith said the inspiration for
her speech is everyone's ability to
succeed.
"We have the same potential to
succeed and we can all achieve
greatness," she said.
She also said, "Graduation is
the beginning of the rest of your
life. It's a stepping stone for your
future."
One of the points Griffith said
she is including in her speech is
that everything does not happen

by chance.

"Everything happens for
a reason and we are all meant
to be where we are at this exact
moment," she said.
The last speaker who will be
speaking on graduation is Matt
Lefeld. He was chosen because
of an award he received called
the Karl E. Vogt Award, which is
given to an outstanding senior in
Business Administration.
The recipient is chosen on the
basis of scholarship and participation, leadership and involved in
campus and community activities.
Lefeld is a supply chain management major from Coldwater,
Ohio.
He played basketball for BGSU
for four years and interned at
Owens Corning, which is where
he will work after he graduates.
Some organizations he participated in are Institute Supply
Management, where he was president for a semester, and he also
worked on the campus golf course
for three summers.
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He helped run a basketball
camp called Junior Falcons and
other basketball camps as well.
Lefeld won various awards,
such as the lean Richter Award,
which is given to six students
nationwide that major in supply
chain management. He was also
named Academic All American
and was picked out of 3,400 basketball players.
Lefeld was also nominated last
year for Student Male Athlete of
the Year and Academic All Mac
two years in a row.
His speech is about his experiences that made him a stronger person and he is also going to
make it personable and relate it to
basketball. He also said BGSU is
a great place for personal growth
and everyone is open and willing
to help students succeed.
A point Lefeld will be making is
how awards and accomplishment
helped him write his speech.
"It's a great capstone for other
awards and accomplishment at
BGSU," Lefeld said.

The Student Health Service
and Wellness Connection
would like to congratulate our graduates
Denise Dahlinghaus

Aaron Marsh

Sasha Donelson

Julia Metcalf

Jessica Grafton

Lisa Petty

Jenn Herold

Matt Ruhlin

Jess Helmke

Heidi Schoeppner

Lauren Hogan

Gabe Seibert

Megs Johnson

Tony Wagener

Michelle Kaltenbach

Brandi Williams

Kristie Lindau

Good luck in the future!

GRADES
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the GPA was lower than that.

When asked what was most
important when looking at two
equal candidates for a job, participants responded that the
applicant's major was most
important, followed by leadership positions they had held and
then GPA. lixtracurricular activities and volunteer work were
placed below GPA.
Koncz said 267 employers
responded to this survey from a
variety of fields nationwide.
So why do students want
good grades and how necessary
are they in that post-graduation
job hunt?
A lot of students work hard to
keep their grades up. Most say
they keep up with their work and
prepare, at least a little, for tests.
"Istudysome," BaylorUniversity
freshman Tyler Talbert said. "And 1
do all my assignments. It's important to at least get decent grades."
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BACHELODEGREEUS
(COMMONLY KNOWN AS IHEFIf iHYtAR GRADUATE)

A highly developed and
molded version of its
predecessors, this organism
contains a wealth of
knowledge that is often
forgotten.

For up-to-date schedule information, inc uding guaranteed no-Cc ncellation policy
on select classes, visit www.firelands.bgsu.edu/about/schedules.

]

The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.
Session
5/7-5/25
|
1
i
|
!
5/7-6/8

«

|
|
|
[

'

j

Course
ACS 250
CHEM 100
ECON202
EDFI408
EDFI408
MGMT 360
PSYC 310
SOC 101
WS 200

Time/Days
9 am-12 pm MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
8 30-11:30 am MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
6-9 pm MTWRF
9:30 am-12:30 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
10 am-1 pm MTWRF

Session Course
5/29-6/29 MIS 200
PHIL 101
PHIL 219
POLS 110
PSYC 101
PSYC 310
SOC 101
5/30-6/14 CS 180

10 am-12 pm MWR

EDHD 201
EDTL 204

3-6 pm TR
3-6 pm MWF

6/11-8/3

BIOL205
BIOL 332
EDAS 409
ENG 112
HIST 151

1-4:30 pm MTWR
8:30 am-12 pm TWR
9:30 am-12:30 pmTR
Web-based Course
9:30 am 12:30 pm TR

ACCT 222
ACS 250
ART 101
EDIS 448
EDTL 303
ENG 112
ENG 200
ENG 200
ENVH 105
GEOG122
HDFS211
IPC 102
MATH 095
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 126
POLS 110
POLS 374

6-9 pm MWR
Web-based Course
1-4 pm MTWR
1-4 pm TWR
8:30-11:30 am TWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
3-6 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
8 am-12 pm MWF
9am-12pmMTW
10 am-1 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm MTR
5:30-9:15 pm MTWR
Web-based Course
10 am-1 pm TWR

5/29-6/29 ACCT 221
BIOL101
CHEM 100
ECON203
ECON311
ENG111
ENG200
ENG 204
ENG 261
ENG 342
ENVS 101
F8iN 207
HDFS220
HDFS303
HIST 152
HIST 206
IPC 102
MATH 090
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 213

6-9 pm MWR
8 am-12 pm MWF
6-9pmTWR
9am-12pmMTWR
6-9pmMTWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
9am-12pmTWR
6-9 pm MWR
9am-12pmTWR
9am-12pmTWR
Web-based Course
1-4 pm MWF
1-4pmTWR
1-4pmTWR
Web-based Course
6-9pmTWR
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F
6-9 pm TWR
1-4 pm TWR
8:15 am-12 pm MTWR
6-9pmMTW

7/2-8/3

Time/Days
1-4 pm MWR
6-10:30 pmTR
6-10:30 pm MW
10 am-1 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR

SGSU Firelands (nerves the tight to cancel a class or non-enrollment reasons beyond our control.
such as death o« iHness o fatuity members, etc
Course descriptions are available o •line at www.bosu edu/catalog
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Congratulations Graduates!

^P

Danielle Champney
Ryan Henderson
Joe Pochedly
Jay Sowers
From the Office of StudenI Academic Achievement and
Supplemental Instruction!

OWUH6 GMIN Sl»'l uMvmiT.

Firelands
BGSU Firelands • One University Drive • Huron, Ohio • 419-433-5560 • www.firelands.bgsu.edu

We will miss you, thanks for all your hard work and good
luck in the future.
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MASTRODEGRILLIAN

This creature is the
culmination of years
of tedious evolution.
Though it is often found
in the basement of its
parent's dwelling, it is a
true testament to the
effectiveness of its college
environment.

Thank you for giving us your IB© spirit!
Congratulations on your graduation.
You are "testD?" rifle

Meghan Burley
Leah Domer
Katie Evans
Brent II tide bra ndt
Mike Vecchio
Eric Wagner
Samantha Massau
Philip Werman
Nathan Wiedenhoft

SPECIAL SEASON TICKET PLAN

F8R BGSU RECENT GRADUATES
8NLY
ONLY $49.. nearly 50% OFF the walk-up price!
Recent Graduates Season Ticket Plan

Enjoy the LOWEST PRICE season ticket in our
BEST SEATS
For more information and to place your order,
call Joel, 419-372-4349

877 BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALC0NS.COM
•Available to 2003 07 BGSU 9t.1du.1tcs limit four pc eligible graduate Seats located in the
PRIME Benth Reserved sections between the JOs on either side of Doyt Perry Stadium.
Seat location sub(ect to availability at time ol purchase.

BGSU
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UNIVERSITY

bookstore

Your Graduation Headquarters

There Is still time to purchase your cap & gown, diploma frame
and announcements in the Peregrine Shop.
Don't forget your BGSU Alumni wear!

Congratulations to our Graduates
Bradley Showman - Toledo, OH
Philosophy

Andrea Pollack - Ann Arbor, Ml
Human Movement Exercise Specialist

Christina Allegretto - Amherst, OH
Integrated Language Arts

Cheryl Sommers - Toledo, OH
Psychology

Jason Youngblood - Lima/Sandusky, OH
Liberal Studies

Erin Stuebben - South Lyon, Ml
Art History

Melanie Warren - Alvada, OH
Education

